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The Tim Burton remake of the cult
classic has more time travel in it than
the original; but perhaps it's not so
complicated as might be expected.
The Time Trips
In the original film, two astronauts are
thrown forward thousands of years and
land on Earth; sequels confused this
(and I am not fully conversant in the
series). But this is not a sequel to the
original film, nor is it exactly a remake,
but a new original story based on the
original idea. It also contains at least
four, and possibly six, trips through
time. Let us recount these individually.
Time travel in this story is accomplished
by accident; only once is it clear that the
traveler intends to move through time,
and in only one other case is it possible
that time travel was recognized as a
possible outcome of the actions taken. A
phenomenon somewhere in space
identified only as an electromagnetic
storm is the conduit which carries
travelers if not at random then at least
without defined pattern to other points
in time. No effort is made to explain
this, but that it is a mysterious
disturbance in space. We will identify
the five trips in the order of departure.
The first two time trips occur seconds
apart in the year 2029. Pericles, a
genetically
enhanced
trained
chimpanzee space pilot (yes, but they
made the control panel simple for him)
has disappeared into the magnetic
storm, and Captain Leo Davison has
taken a second pod to pursue him. At
the moment he loses contact with their
base station, Oberon, he sees the lost
chimp; the chimp's pod then vanishes in
a flash of light, ultimately, we learn, to
arrive in or about 2675. Before Davison
can even be certain that the pod is gone,
a second flash engulfs his pod, and he
begins a rough ride through the storm,
bursting out and crashing in a pond on

an unknown but lush planet. This proves
also to be in or about 2675, a few days
before Pericles' arrival. The bulk of the
events of the movie take place
thereafter.
The third trip is entirely speculation, but
well considered speculation. It is
eventually clear that Oberon ventures
closer to the electromagnetic field in an
effort to track and rescue the lost pilot.
This is not seen in the film; however, it
does appear that the phenomenon
displaces its victims both temporally
and spatially, that is, it is clear that
Oberon is not anywhere near the planet
of the apes (which we will henceforth
call Apeland for lack of a better name).
Each of the pods, as it enters the storm,
is carried not merely through time but
also through space to arrive near
Apeland. There will be no homing
beacon back in 2029, no signal onto
which Oberon can latch to trace its lost
pods. If it, too, is carried to that same
planet, it must take the same path,
through the storm. And there is every
reason to believe that as Oberon is
carried quite predictably through space
it
is
also
carried
somewhat
unpredictably through time. It is also
most likely that Oberon has moved
forward in time, toward the future. Note
that of the four known trips, the two
which went from Earth to Apeland went
forward in time while the two which
went from Apeland to Earth went
backward.
Davison
somewhat
irrationally relies on the assumption that
the storm works that way. Thus it is
reasonable to suppose that Oberon
temporally shifts forward slightly as
well. However, this is a considerably
shorter trip, as Oberon reaches Apeland
centuries before Davison.
The fourth trip carries not people but
information; and again, this is
speculation. Just after Davison vanishes,
Oberon receives a distress call. It is
garbled and distorted, but it ultimately
appears to be a distress call from
Oberon, received by Oberon. If, as we
suggest, the Oberon has moved forward
in time, the distress call must be carried
back in time--a time trip of information.
Even if Oberon is not carried forward in
time, the distress call must still be
carried back. It is possible that Oberon's
trip is not forward in time but backward;
in this case the distress call might not
have traveled through time, but be a call
from a temporally duplicated ship which

having been thrown back in time
happened to send a distress call out at
this moment. Either the third or the
fourth trip, as defined here, must exist;
both might.
We see the fifth trip, as Davison leaves
Pericles on Apeland and flies back into
the storm to return to Earth. He reaches
Earth in or about 2155, one and a
quarter centuries after his departure, and
the film ends there. However, it is clear
that one more time trip from Apeland's
future beyond the end of the film is
made back to some point prior to 2155,
possibly prior to 2029. It would seem
that General Thane eventually left
Apeland in some vessel and landed on
Earth, where he altered history
sufficiently to create our surprise
ending. More on that later.
Going Forward
It has often been said on this site that
time travel to the future does not, in
itself, create any problems greater than
travel to Boston. The difference
between vanishing from timespace
altogether for six hundred fifty years,
spending that time in suspended
animation, or being dead that long and
then resurrected, is minimal. You aren't
changing the future in this case, because
the future has not yet been written and it
is quite acceptable for it to be written
without you. Travel to the future is only
problematic if it is initiated from or
caused by actions taken in the future, or
if it is followed by travel to the past--but
the former is because the action taken to
pull something from the past is in
essence a time trip from the future (like
a hand reaching back and grabbing
someone), and the latter not because of
the leap to the future, but the return trip,
which is no different from any other trip
to the past. So when Pericles vanishes
from time, no anomaly is created; and
when Davison vanishes from time, there
is still no anomaly. Even when Oberon
jumps forward temporally this only
means that it vanished for a while and
then reappeared elsewhere--nothing
happens to time itself. Even with three
such trips, there is no problem, even
though the arrival points in the future
are not in the same sequence as the
departure points in the past. But perhaps
we should write the original timeline for
clarity here.
Remember, our original timeline
recounts those events which occur

without any interference from travelers
from the future. Neither Davison nor
Thane can arrive in the past until the
moment comes for them to depart from
the future, and so there must be an
original timeline which contains no such
arrivals which will be altered by
subsequent events.
Oberon is a human research vessel or
station in space; two pods are launched
from it into a magnetic storm. The first
contains a chimp named Pericles; he
vanishes from time. The second contains
a pilot named Davison, who a moment
later also vanishes. Neither of these are
seen again for six and a half centuries.
It is important to note that the mayday
received a moment later is not received
in the original history. That is an effect
of a cause still in the future, and until
the moment arrives for that cause to be
initiated that effect cannot occur. This
should not affect Oberon's decision to
look for its lost pilots (it ignores the
distress beacon anyway), and as it does
so it enters the storm. It, too, vanishes
from time and space.
There is undoubtedly an immediate
search for the lost ship; but not having
the information to suggest that the ship
entered the storm, humankind soon
abandons hope of finding it. It is
presumed destroyed. Some time later
Oberon emerges from the storm and
crashes on Apeland, but by this time no
one is seeking it, and wouldn't be
looking here even if they were. (The
possibilities created if Oberon is not
shifted forward in time are discussed
below, under Temporal Hiccoughs.) The
survivors make the best of things, until
an intelligent chimpanzee named Semos
leads a rebellion of the primates against
the humans, and brings about the
unlikely outcome that all are driven
from the spaceship but sufficient
populations of humans, gorillas,
chimpanzees, and orangutans survive to
breed future generations. Centuries pass,
the apes advance at a remarkable rate
and develop an incredibly high level of
technology (metallurgy) in a relatively
short time, and society falls into its
established patterns. Meanwhile, on
Earth, the story of Oberon is relegated
to history books and humanity advances
in its explorations.
Then, centuries later, Davison returns to
existence and crashes in the pond. He is
immediately captured by the apes,
persuades one of the female chimps to

help him, recovers some of his gear
from the pod, and picks up the signal
from Oberon. Not aware that he has
traveled to the future, he assumes the
ship tracked his homing beacon and
came for him. He is very disappointed at
the discovery that his fellow crewmen
have been dead for centuries (and it is
not clear whether he ever realizes that
the humans who have been helping him
are their descendants), but the events he
has set in motion lead to a major battle
between the humans and the primates, in
which many are killed on both sides, but
only one character that we know.
In the midst of the battle, Pericles
arrives. His arrival seems to many of the
apes first like the Second Coming of
Christ and then like the proof that their
faith has been a lie; but it ends the
battle. Only General Thane is still
fighting, and he is soon defeated and
humiliated, but left alive.
And within hours after Pericles arrives,
Davison gets into that pod and makes
the first certain trip backward in time,
from about 2675 to about 2159. But if
you've been paying attention to these
pages, you know that when someone
travels to the past it creates an anomaly,
and we must now construct the altered
history.
Temporal Hiccoughs
In this analysis we've overlooked the
transmission received; it, too, must
represent at least one trip backwards in
time, and it must create at least one
anomaly. The difference is small, but
should not be overlooked.
There is also the matter of all the other
transmissions received. As Oberon
approached the storm, it began receiving
garbled communications, broadcast
signals from throughout broadcasting
history. It would be difficult in the
extreme to determine whether any of
those broadcasts were from the future;
however, most of them are recognizable
from our past, and Oberon has a few
years more behind it, so it is reasonable
to suggest that all of these are from the
past. This might be the result of the time
effects of the field; on the other hand, it
might simply be a matter of
electromagnetic radiation being caught
in the whirls and eddies of the storm and
coming back out constantly in drips and
drabs. In the latter case, there is no time
travel at all, just a natural analog
recording system playing back the

information captured. Yet even if every
television transmission ever broadcast
was carried to the future, this would not
disrupt time in any way--because travel
to the future does not create anomalies.
There are five possible explanations for
how Oberon's as yet unsent distress
message reached Oberon.
• Oberon may have been carried
forward in time a short
distance, and the message
carried back again. It would
create one anomaly, that of
information traveling from the
future to the past. This seems
the most likely, for reasons that
will become apparent.
• Oberon may have been carried
back in time a very short
distance and sent the distress
call at such a time that it would
be received at that moment. It
would create one anomaly, that
of Oberon traveling to the past,
the primary effect of which is
that information is received by
Oberon generated by its own
crew some time in their own
futures. However, all evidence
suggests that Oberon would be
carried forward in time, and
anything coming from Apeland
would be carried backward.
• Oberon may have traveled
back in time quite far, and the
message carried back forward
again. This again seems
unlikely because both of these
trips are in the opposite
temporal direction from all
other known trips in the same
spatial direction. If it were true,
it would have little effect
principally because Oberon
crashed moments after exiting
the storm, and was never able
to affect anything on or near
earth thereafter. Thus, although
all of time repeats from the
moment of Oberon's arrival in
the past to the moment of its
departure from 2029, it
changes nothing that will in
any way affect that departure,
and so creates a benign Njump.
• Oberon may not have traveled
in time at all, but merely sent a
message a few minutes in the
future which was carried back

to this moment. This would be
very like our primary choice
for scenarios, in that only
information from the future is
brought back. It is weak again
because, as we already
considered, Oberon made the
spatial jump to Apeland, and
logically should also have
made a temporal jump.
• Oberon may have been carried
to some point in the past, and
its transmission caught in the
storm only to emerge at this
moment. This is essentially the
same as the situation in which
the ship is carried back and the
message
carried
forward,
except that no forward time
travel is involved in the
transmission of the message. It
incidentally illustrates well the
principle that travel to the
future is not different from
travel to Boston--Oberon in
2029 would have no way of
determining whether this signal
had been carried to them
through time or merely
recorded and delivered at this
moment. Again, since Oberon
crashes
immediately
and
cannot change anything leading
to its crash, a simple N-jump is
created.
In any case, it is clear that the only
differences any one of these scenarios
will make are
• when the transmission is sent,
• which event causes the
anomaly, and
• when Oberon crashed on
Apeland.
The only observable effect of any of
these is that the crew of Oberon receives
a message they, from their sequential
perspective, have not yet sent. Of
course, they must live through all of the
events leading to sending that message
before they can send it, so there is an
original timeline in which it is not sent;
but since Oberon ignores its own
distress call, there is no effect from it.
An N-jump occurs in any case, with the
unanswered questions being whether it
is before or after this moment and how
long it runs.
Davison's Anomaly
The movie is not without some foolish

ideas. The most glaring of these from a
time travel point of view is the idea that
digital clocks are somehow sensitive to
time in a way that human bodies are not.
It is first suggested when Oberon is
studying the storm, and someone
comments that all the digital clocks have
stopped. Perhaps that might happen if
all of the computers malfunctioned, as
radiation and magnetism interfere with
electrical flow in microcircuitry; but
even this is unlikely. It is much worse
when Davison flies the pod back
through the anomaly and we watch the
clock spin backwards through time from
2675 to 2159. There is no logic to this;
if the clock should be so affected, so
should the pilot and the ship, each of
which should age six hundred fifty years
when traveling forward and youthen five
hundred fifteen years on the way back.
No, the clock is a mistake; but it does
help the viewer to understand events as
it gives us at least rough fixed dates for
them.
As long as we're on the subject of
mistakes, we should perhaps mention
the horses. The planet on which they
have crashed is rich with flora; whether
upon arrival they planted everything
they had in the hope that they might
establish a stable agriculture and
environment or they happened to hit a
rare planet on which plant life had
already reached this state (and perhaps
as fortunately had a chemistry consistent
with earth dietary needs), this is a
suitable environment. But there do not
seem to be any animals at all, apart from
the primates and the humans--no birds,
no beasts, not even rats in the city that
we see. Yet there are horses. Either
those horses had to have appeared
independently on Apeland, or they had
to have been brought in the Oberon. To
have evolved independently they would
have had to have conditions very similar
to those of Earth, including a rich fauna
with many predators. Size in a horse is
thought to be a survival response to
small predators (the horse is too big to
be taken seriously as prey, and longer
legs provide greater speed to outrun
attackers), so the absence of any other
life on this planet would mitigate against
the idea that large horses would have
evolved here. We thus must consider
whether these were on Oberon when it
crashed. Again, this seems unlikely.
Horseback riding is not a very practical
form of recreation on a spaceship, and

Oberon's mission and design did not
suggest frequent planetary stops. If they
were there, it would have been for
experimental purposes. But horses are
not very close to the top of the list in
animal experimentation. Mice, rats,
pigs, groundhogs, and several other
animals are more similar to humans in
specific ways that make medical testing
on these practical. If there were horses
on board for experimental purposes (not
at all suggested at any time), there must
also have been many other creatures,
probably in greater abundance. There is
no reason to think the horses--and only
the horses--would have survived.
But let us set these things aside and look
at the time trip itself.
Whenever anyone travels back in time,
to borrow a phrase from another movie,
time travels with him, at least in a sense.
We have identified an original timeline
in which Davison vanished in 2029 and
reappeared in 2675; in this timeline, he
did not exist in 2159. now he appears in
2159, and changes history. The
important question is whether he has
changed history in any way that will
change his own (sequential) past--that
is, is it possible that his appearance here
will prevent him from making any of his
time trips, or in some way change who
he is?
It is first to be noted that the scene at the
end of the movie is not representative of
this timeline. In order for Thane to have
changed things on Earth, Thane must
have left Apeland in the future; but that
moment has not yet arrived, and cannot
arrive until after this history is rewritten
and time is allowed to move forward
again. No, the Earth to which Davison
returns is a human Earth, and he will
live out the rest of his life there (unless
for some crazy reason he tries to go
back to Apeland).
Second, note that Oberon vanished over
one hundred twenty years ago. Nothing
Davison does will prevent Pericles or
him from making those trips to the
future, or will prevent Oberon from
vanishing. Historians may be interested
in what happened to that space station,
but they undoubtedly ceased searching
for it a hundred years ago. Davison
might get them interested in the subject
again, but given that he seems
completely unaware that, like himself,
Oberon must have moved forward in
time at least a bit, there will be no
rescue mission for astronauts dead long

ago.
However, there are two points that
might be significant; either of these
changes in history could impact events
in a decisive way.
First, Davison brings news that suggests
the high probability that right now, on a
planet somewhere else in the galaxy,
intelligent life is evolving and building
society. If there's a way to observe it
happening in the present, it's likely that
someone will attempt to do so. The
possibility exists that sometime in the
next five centuries humans will travel to
Apeland from Earth, perhaps to observe;
there may even be a movement on Earth
pressing governments to do something
on behalf of the oppressed humans on
Apeland. Any such action will change
the events of Davison's visit, and so
change him. It may prevent his return to
the past. If it does so, it will create an
infinity loop, as his trip to the past
undoes itself. However, while this is a
strong possibility, there are factors
which mitigate against it. For one thing,
no one on earth actually has any clue
where Apeland is. It may be particularly
odd that the pods contained digital
clocks capable of somehow determining
real time in the universe and converting
it to our system of measurement but did
not have a simple star tracking program
that could work out the relative
positions of major stars and so fix
coordinates in space--but in fact it seems
Davison has no idea where he is when
he's on Apeland or when he leaves it.
There's a good chance that Apeland is
more than two hundred light years
away--it may even be in another galaxy
(which would explain why the star
tracking program the pod should have
had could not fix its position), so even if
the faint homing beacon of the ship were
detectable through the background
radiation of the universe at that distance,
it won't arrive for some time yet. As
much as these scientists or these
activists may want to rush out to
Apeland to see what's happening, they
don't really know where it is.
But this raises the second possibly
significant point. Up to this time, the
only thing that has been known about
the magnetic storm in space is probably
that two pods and a major space station
vanished into it without a trace. Perhaps
unmanned probes have been fired
through it since, but perhaps nothing
more has been learned. Suddenly

someone has come out of that storm
who went into it over a century ago, and
this
provides
significant
new
information. He knows that there are
temporal effects connected to it, as well
as spatial displacement; he will
undoubtedly spark interest in examining
it more carefully. And now it becomes
possible that someone examining the
storm will wind up on the planet some
time before Davison. Again, this creates
the possibility that the history of
Apeland will change in ways that will
affect Davison's experience there. Again
we have the possibility of an infinity
loop.
And it is disturbing that the storm seems
to be rather fixed in its position in
space. We don't know where it is or how
it moves, but we do know that it is in the
neighborhood of earth in 2029 and again
in 2159, and that it is near Apeland at
three distinct points in time: once for
over a day around the time when
Davison and Pericles arrive, once
centuries before when Oberon crashes,
and once again within the lifetime of
Thane. Thus the anomaly is either
always near the same place, or it is
moving such that it is frequently in the
area, or it is moving slowly enough that
earth scientists should be able to locate
it. The very availability of the storm
makes it a potential subject for study.
But again, this is only a possibility. The
effects of the storm are not well
documented in the film. We know that it
carried three spaceships from Earth to
Apeland, and that at least two were
thrown forward in time; we know that
two were carried from Apeland to Earth
and backward in time. We know that
there seems no rhyme or reason to the
temporal distance traveled. We have
observed that travel from Earth to
Apeland goes forward in time and travel
from Apeland to Earth backward, but in
truth our sample is too small--it is
equally likely that travel before 2100
goes forward in time and travel after
2100 goes backward. Someone entering
the storm in 2160 might come out
anywhen. So again, this is a danger, but
it is only a possibility not a certainty. An
infinity loop might be created by events
stemming from research into the storm,
but it might not.
Thus this altered timeline is little
different from the original. There is a
fanfare for the man who returned from
the storm, a note in the history books

that the disappearance of Oberon was
finally solved, knowledge of another
inhabited world somewhere else in the
universe, a slightly better understanding
of the storm, and that's about it. Davison
still lands on a planet ruled by primates
who hunt and enslave humans, and still
makes his trip home after Pericles'
arrival ends the war.
Thane's Anomaly
Of Thane's anomaly, we know much
less. But if you will permit me to
attempt to reconstruct what we do know,
you may discover it is more than you
thought.
Thane was born a descendant of the
great Semos; his father was keeper of
some of the ancient lore, and was aware
of the danger human technology posed
in the hands of humans. He raised his
son to hate and fear humans, and so son
Thane was an aggressive oppressor of
humanity. He became aware that
Davison has arrived from space, and
intends to discover what he can about
that and then destroy him. He learns
where Davison's space ship is hidden,
and kills the only others in the world
who know this at that time. But he is
ultimately defeated and humiliated, in
part by the arrival of Pericles and in part
by the ingenuity of Davison. He is alone
and disgraced, and has only the
consolation that his father did not live to
see this moment.
But Thane has become very much aware
of the power of technology. His father
warned him about it and showed him an
ancient gun. He knows where the pod is.
A working version of that gun was used
against him, and he has it and knows in
the most primitive sense what it does
and how to make it do that; a working
version of that pod allowed his worst
enemy to escape to the stars. He has
access to all the technology of Oberon,
and the religious taboos that for
centuries kept apes away from it have
fallen. The computer onboard the other
pod may have the same chance of
finding the path back through the storm
that Davison's pod has. As it was with
the orangutan slave trader, a new world
has opened up before Thane:
technology.
What else is he going to do? He may be
violent and petty, but he has never been
stupid. He has every chance to figure
out how these things work and to repair
and relaunch that other pod. Will he not

go after the man who pulled his family
down from the most respected on
Apeland to the most disgraced? He has
been allowed to live; he must do
something with his life. Exploring the
possibilities of technology (something
he understands better than anyone on the
planet) is a good path. Eventually he,
older certainly, makes his trip to the
past.
Let us suppose that it is twenty years
later that he leaves. It is nearly 2700. He
travels back in time and arrives near
Oberon, not far from Earth. For
practical purposes, there are only two
periods in time when he can arrive:
significantly prior to the departures of
the other time travelers, or some point
between that and 2150.
If the arrival is moments before
Oberon's departure, or any time
thereafter, it changes nothing. Oberon
enters the storm and vanishes, bound for
Apeland. Thane makes it to Earth.
However, it is possible that Thane might
make it to earth early enough to disrupt
Oberon's mission--to eliminate the
possibility that Davison and Pericles are
even in space at all, or that Oberon
would be conducting research. This
would, of course, create an infinity loop,
as preventing the existence of Oberon
undoes the existence of Thane, which
permits the creation of Oberon which
brings Thane back into being. That is a
possible anomaly, but given that we
have no information regarding Thane's
arrival time on earth other than that it
was before 2159, it is not a necessary
one.
What Thane does on Earth clearly does
alter history. There is a strong
suggestion that he makes Earth his
home, never attempting to get back to
Apeland. If this is so, and if he has not
arrived early enough to undo the
existence of Oberon, he is not going to
interfere with Davison's departure from
Apeland, or with his own.
We might think that as the apes of Earth
take over they might make some effort
to contact their kin on Apeland; they
must have known there were other apes
in the universe, for their revered Thane
was one of these. But the technology of
the apes in Washington does not seem
significantly beyond ours of today. By
2150 we might expect significant
changes. After all, think of the
difference between the vehicles driven
in 1900 and those driven in 2000; and

now remember that the rate of change in
society is increasing. The rise of apes to
power seems to have slowed
development, such that they are not
significantly advanced beyond what they
had when Thane arrived (and perhaps
less so--there were no fighter intercepts
scrambled or missiles fired to destroy
the incoming unidentified aircraft which
threatened restricted airspace in
Washington, D.C.). So it may be that
Earth apes will not soon develop space
travel sufficiently to visit Apeland. And
again, they have no better idea where it
is than Davison, and perhaps they know
less.
He does change the world for Davison,
however. In our previous timeline,
Davison arrived at a world full of
humans. Now Thane has advanced
primates to take over the planet.
Davison has another very uncomfortable
adventure ahead of him; and I would
wager that in the end he might just
return to that blonde girl and that very
sweet chimpanzee friend back in
Apeland to live out the rest of his days
in a better place. This, of course, might
well cause an anomaly, because if he
arrived while they were still young he
would be in a position to use his
knowledge of Thane's trip to prevent it,
and so destroy his knowledge. But in all
likelihood he either will never return to
Apeland or will reach it at a future time
when he cannot impact Thane's trip.
Conclusion
It would seem that although there are
some places in which a disaster might
happen, the limited time travel in Planet
of the Apes sets up some benign if
complicated interlocking N-jumps. Time
will continue after this story; and while
Earth may not be the place we would
hope for our future and that of our
children, perhaps we can take
consolation that somewhere in the
galaxy there is a place where humans
and other intelligent creatures live
together in harmony, mutual respect,
and even perhaps love.

L.B. ABBOTT
Special Photographic Effects POTA
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He became a Director of Photography in 1943 and
was placed in charge of the Special Effects Camera
Department at 20th Century Fox, under the
supervision of Fred Sersen.
He was the director of special effects for all 20th
Century Fox television productions from 1953 until his
retirement from the company in 1970. He was called
out of retirement in 1972 to do the series "M*A*S*H"
(1972).
Four months after graduating from Hollywood High
School, he got is first job in the industry on the special
effects crew of What Price Glory (1926) for Fox Film
Corporation.
His book "Special Effects-Wire,Tape and Rubber
Band Style" was published less than a year before his
death.
Although he officially "retired" in 1970, for the next
decade he was frequently called out of retirement to
work on large scale projects.

Lenwood Ballard "Bill" Abbott, A.S.C. also known as L.
B. Abbott (13 June 1908, Pasadena, California - 28
September 1985, Los Angeles) was a special effects
expert, cinematographer and cameraman.
He became the head of the Special Effects
Department at 20th Century Fox in 1957, a post he
held until retirement in 1970. He was called out of
retirement, however, to work on the TV series
M*A*S*H in 1972 (Abbott had worked on the film on
which the series was based).
He was twice a co-winner of an Academy Special
Achievement Award for visual effects for The
Poseidon Adventure in 1972 and Logan's Run in 1976.

Date of Birth
13 June 1908, Pasadena, California, USA
Date of Death 28 September 1985, Los Angeles, CA
Birth Name Lenwood Ballard Abbott
Nickname Bill Bud
Alternate Names:A.S.C. L. B. Abbott / Bill Abbott /
Lenwood Ballard Abbott
He became the head of the Special Effects
Department at 20th Century Fox in 1957. He began
his career in the business as a cameraman at the age
of 18.
His father, Lenwood Abbott, was a
cinematographer on silent films.

Member of the American Society of Cinematographers
(ASC).
Born Lenwood Ballard Abbott in Pasadena, Calif., the
son of a silent film cinematographer. Among
Hollywood's leading trick photography experts, his
early film credits at Fox are rather sketchy: Four
months after graduating from Hollywood High and just
weeks before entering Cal Tech, he got an uncredited
job on the special effects crew for WHAT PRICE
GLORY (1926); he was second or assistant camera
on ERAN TRECE (the Spanish-language version of
CHARLIE CHAN CARRIES ON, 1931), THANK YOU,
MR. MOTO (1937) and MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO
(1938 uncredited).
Continuing into the 1930s, Abbott cut his teeth as an
assistant with a number of talented directors and
photographers, including Ernest Palmer, John Seitz,
Henry Hathaway, George Stevens and John Ford. But
in 1937, Fox was making the film IN OLD CHICAGO,
and the special effects department was overloaded
with work. Abbott spent three months there helping
out, his first official responsibilities in the effects
department. In the years that followed, Abbot worked
occasionally in effects, meeting the right people and
learning the craft, becoming familiar with matte
paintings, multiple exposure techniques, glass shots,
rear screen projection and more. By 1938, Abbott was
deeply involved with miniature visual effects, having
been the special effects cameraman on Fox's SUEZ.
In 1943, Fred Serson, legendary head of Fox's effects
department, asked Abbott to come aboard full time.
He agreed, joined the team, and really began honing
the skills and talent of a true special effects master.
There is a gap in his credits until 1951 when he

worked uncredited on the effects team for Robert
Wise's THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL, and
he's credited for special effects for Julien Duvivier's LE
RETOUR DE DON CAMILLO (1953) at Francinex.
When he was appointed head of the Special Effects
Department at 20th Century-Fox in 1957, his list of
films becomes detailed, beginning with Sam Fuller's
FORTY GUNS. Subsequent credits include AN
AFFAIR TO REMEMBER, A HATFUL OF RAIN, WILL
SUCCESS SPOIL ROCK HUNTER?, THE THREE
FACES OF EVE, PEYTON PLACE and THE ENEMY
BELOW (all also 1957). From then until his retirement
in 1970 -- and a few special large scale projects over
the next decade -- Abbott contributed to almost every
major Fox film or TV series, over 110 in all. His
television work includes the series "Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea" (1964-1966, 67 episodes), "The
Time Tunnell" (1966-1967, 15 episodes), "Lost in
Space" (1965-68, 84 episodes), "Batman" (1967-68,
26 episodes), "Land of the Giants" (1968-69, 34
episodes), and "Planet of the Apes" (1974, unknown
episodes).
Abbott received Oscars® for DR. DOLITTLE (1967),
TORA! TORA! TORA! (1970), THE POSEIDON
ADVENTURE (1972) and LOGAN'S RUN (1976), as
well as several Emmys® for his TV work.
Nominated for Special Effects 1959: JOURNEY TO
THE CENTER OF THE EARTH - (Visual) (w. James
B. Gordon)
Special Visual Effects 1967: DOCTOR DOLITTLE
Special Visual Effects 1970: TORA! TORA! TORA!
(w. A. D. Flowers)
Special Achievement Award 1972: THE POSEIDON
ADVENTURE - Visual Effects (w. A. D. Flowers)
Special Achievement Award 1976: LOGAN'S RUN Visual Effects (w. Glen Robinson & Matthew Yuricich)
3 nominations, 2 Awards, 2 Special Achievement
Awards

Special Effects:
When Time Ran Out... (1980) (special photographic
effects)
... aka The Day the World Ended (Philippines: English
title) (USA: video title)

... aka Earth's Final Fury (USA: TV title)
The Swarm (1978) (special photographic effects)
The Return of Captain Nemo (1978) (TV) (special
photographic effects)
... aka The Amazing Captain Nemo (USA: theatrical
title)
Viva Knievel! (1977) (special photographic effects)
... aka Seconds to Live
Fire! (1977) (TV) (special photographic effects)
Flood! (1976) (TV) (special photographic effects)
The Towering Inferno (1974) (special photographic
effects)
"Planet of the Apes" (1974) TV series (special
photographic effects) (unknown episodes)
Jonathan Livingston Seagull (1973) (special effects)
Battle for the Planet of the Apes (1973) (special
photographic effects) (uncredited)
... aka Colonization of the Planet of the Apes
The Poseidon Adventure (1972) (special photographic
effects)
Conquest of the Planet of the Apes (1972) (special
photographic effects) (uncredited)
Escape from the Planet of the Apes (1971) (special
photographic effects) (uncredited)
City Beneath the Sea (1971) (TV) (special
photographic effects)
... aka One Hour to Doomsday (UK: theatrical title)
The Great White Hope (1970) (special photographic
effects)
Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970) (special photographic
effects)
Move (1970) (special photographic effects)
Myra Breckinridge (1970) (special photographic
effects)
... aka Gore Vidal's Myra Breckinridge
Beneath the Planet of the Apes (1970) (special
photographic effects)
"Land of the Giants" (special photographic effects) (51
episodes, 1968-1970)
The Challenge (1970) (TV) (special effects)
Patton (1970) (special photographic effects)
... aka Blood and Guts (UK)
... aka Patton: A Salute to a Rebel
... aka Patton: Lust for Glory (UK)
MASH (1970) (special photographic effects)
The Only Game in Town (1970) (special photographic
effects)
Hello, Dolly! (1969) (special photographic effects)
John and Mary (1969) (special photographic effects)
Daughter of the Mind (1969) (TV) (special effects)
The Undefeated (1969) (special photographic effects)
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969) (special
photographic effects)
Justine (1969) (special photographic effects)
Che! (1969) (special photographic effects)
Hard Contract (1969) (special photographic effects)
100 Rifles (1969) (special photographic effects)
City Beneath the Sea (1969) (TV) (special effects
supervisor)
Lady in Cement (1968) (special effects)
The Boston Strangler (1968) (special photographic
effects)
Star! (1968) (special photographic effects)

... aka Loves of a Star! (USA: promotional title)
... aka Those Were the Happy Times (USA: reissue
title)
The Secret Life of an American Wife (1968) (special
photographic effects)
The Sweet Ride (1968) (photographic effects)
Bandolero! (1968) (special photographic effects)
The Detective (1968) (special photographic effects)
"Batman" (special photographic effects) (29 episodes,
1967-1968)
"Lost in Space" (special photographic effects) (84
episodes, 1965-1968)
Planet of the Apes (1968) (special photographic
effects)
... aka Monkey Planet
The Man from the 25th Century (1968) (TV) (special
effects supervisor)
Valley of the Dolls (1967) (special photographic
effects)
Doctor Dolittle (1967) (special photographic effects)
The Flim-Flam Man (1967) (special photographic
effects)
... aka One Born Every Minute (UK)
The St. Valentine's Day Massacre (1967) (special
photographic effects)
A Guide for the Married Man (1967) (special
photographic effects)
Caprice (1967) (special photographic effects)
"The Time Tunnel" (special photographic effects) (30
episodes, 1966-1967)
"Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea" (special
photographic effects) (83 episodes, 1964-1967)
"The Green Hornet" (special photographic effects) (1
episode, 1967)
... aka The Kato Show (Hong Kong: English title:
informal title)
- Invasion from Outer Space: Part 2 (1967) TV
episode (special photographic effects)
In Like Flint (1967) (special photographic effects)
The Sand Pebbles (1966) (special photographic
effects)
Way... Way Out (1966) (special photographic effects)
Fantastic Voyage (1966) (special photographic
effects)
... aka Microscopia
... aka Strange Journey
Batman (1966) (special photographic effects)
... aka Batman: The Movie (USA: video box title)
Stagecoach (1966) (special photographic effects)
Our Man Flint (1966) (special photographic effects)
Do Not Disturb (1965) (special photographic effects)
The Flight of the Phoenix (1965) (special photographic
effects)
The Agony and the Ecstasy (1965) (special
photographic effects)
... aka Irving Stone's The Agony and the Ecstasy
The Reward (1965) (special photographic effects)
Morituri (1965) (special photographic effects)
Von Ryan's Express (1965) (special photographic
effects)
John Goldfarb, Please Come Home (1965) (special
effects)
The Sound of Music (1965) (special photographic

effects)
... aka Rodgers and Hammerstein's The Sound of
Music (UK: complete title) (USA: complete title)
Dear Brigitte (1965) (special photographic effects)
Goodbye Charlie (1964) (special effects)
Fate Is the Hunter (1964) (special effects)
Shock Treatment (1964) (special photographic
effects)
What a Way to Go! (1964) (special photographic
effects)
Move Over, Darling (1963) (special photographic
effects)
Take Her, She's Mine (1963) (special camera effects)
Cleopatra (1963) (special photographic effects)
Five Weeks in a Balloon (1962) (special photographic
effects)
Hemingway's Adventures of a Young Man (1962)
(special photographic effects)
... aka Adventures of a Young Man (UK)
... aka Ernest Hemingway's Adventures of a Young
Man (USA: complete title)
Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation (1962) (special
photographic effects)
State Fair (1962) (special effects)
Tender Is the Night (1962) (special photographic
effects)
Bachelor Flat (1962) (special photographic effects)
Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea (1961) (special
photographic effects)
Snow White and the Three Stooges (1961) (special
photographic effects)
... aka Snow White and the Three Clowns
The Wizard of Baghdad (1960) (special effects)
North to Alaska (1960) (special photographic effects)
From the Terrace (1960) (special photographic
effects)
The Lost World (1960) (special photographic effects)
... aka Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's The Lost World (USA:
complete title)
The Story of Ruth (1960) (special photographic
effects)
Wake Me When It's Over (1960) (special effects)
Journey to the Center of the Earth (1959) (special
photographic effects)
... aka Jules Verne's Journey to the Center of the
Earth
... aka Trip to the Center of the Earth
The Man Who Understood Women (1959) (special
effects)
The Blue Angel (1959) (special photographic effects)
Holiday for Lovers (1959) (special effects)
Woman Obsessed (1959) (special effects)
Warlock (1959) (special photographic effects)
... aka Shoot Out at Warlock (USA: reissue title)
The Diary of Anne Frank (1959) (special photographic
effects)
Rally 'Round the Flag, Boys! (1958) (special effects)
A Nice Little Bank That Should Be Robbed (1958)
(special photographic effects)
... aka How to Rob a Bank
The Roots of Heaven (1958) (special photographic
effects)
The Hunters (1958) (special photographic effects)

The Fiend Who Walked the West (1958)
(photographic effects)
The Fly (1958) (special photographic effects)
Fräulein (1958) (special effects)
... aka Fraulein (USA)
From Hell to Texas (1958) (special photographic
effects)
... aka Man Hunt (UK: poster title)
... aka Manhunt (UK)
Ten North Frederick (1958) (special effects)
The Long, Hot Summer (1958) (special photographic
effects)
The Young Lions (1958) (special photographic effects)
South Pacific (1958) (special photographic effects)
The Gift of Love (1958) (special photographic effects)
The Enemy Below (1957) (special photographic
effects)
Peyton Place (1957) (special photographic effects)
Kiss Them for Me (1957) (special photographic
effects)
No Down Payment (1957) (special photographic
effects)
Forty Guns (1957) (special effects)
The Three Faces of Eve (1957) (special photographic
effects)
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter? (1957) (special
effects)
... aka Oh! For a Man! (UK)
A Hatful of Rain (1957) (special effects)
An Affair to Remember (1957) (special photographic
effects)
... aka Leo McCarey's An Affair to Remember (USA:
complete title)
The Wayward Bus (1957) (special effects)
Retour de Don Camillo, Le (1953) (special
photographic effects)
... aka Ritorno di Don Camillo, Il (Italy)
... aka The Return of Don Camillo (USA)
The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951) (effects team)
(uncredited)
What Price Glory (1926) (special effects crew)
(uncredited)
Visual Effects:
1941 (1979) (optical consultant)
Logan's Run (1976) (special visual effects designer)
Emperor of the North Pole (1973) (visual effects)
... aka Emperor of the North (USA: reissue title)
Camera and Electrical Department:
Mysterious Mr. Moto (1938) (camera operator)
(uncredited)
Thank You, Mr. Moto (1937) (second camera
operator) (uncredited)
Eran trece (1931) (assistant camera)
Self: A Look Into the 23rd Century (1976) (uncredited)
.... Himself

Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea
Photographer and special effects master L.B. Abbott

In 1961, when photographer L.B. Abbott joined forces
with Irwin Allen to create the feature-film Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea, he brought to the project 35 years
of experience in the film industry. The odyssey began
in 1926, when just weeks before entering Cal-Tech,
his date's girl friend's escort, a secretary to the head of
the camera department at Fox Studios asked him if he
wanted to become an assistant cameraman. His
answer was yes, his first film assignment was "What
Price Glory", and a career was off and rolling. In the
ensuing years, he learned the art of creating special
effects using miniature sets and in-the-camera tricks.
He learned how to make things look real without the
use of a computer.

In the early days of sound, because of the noise it
generated, the camera had to be isolated from the set.
The primitive sound isolation booth be-hind Abbott in
this photo is an example of such a housing. They
were stifling and totally uncomfor-table to work in. The
camera photographed through a heavy sheet of glass
on the side of the housing.

“Just Imagine"

By 1938, Abbott was deeply involved with miniature
visual effects, having been the special effects
cameraman on Fox's "Suez".

Though not directly involved with the miniature
photography in "Just Imagine", that 1930 silent film
gave L.B. Abbot early exposure to some of the best
model work being done at the time.
Continuing into the 1930s, Abbott cut his teeth as an
assistant with a number of talented directors and
photographers, including Ernest Palmer, John Seitz,
Henry Hathaway, George Stevens and John Ford. But
in 1937, Fox was making the film In Old Chicago, and
the special effects department was overloaded with
work. Abbot spent three months there helping out, his
first official responsibilities in the effects department.
In the years that followed, Abbot worked occasional in
effects, meeting the right people and learning the craft,
becoming familiar with matte paintings, multiple
exposure techniques, glass shots, rear screen
projection and more.

Abbott from the 30s. Note that his camera, rather
than being housed in a huge sound isolation booth,

now has it's own built-in sound deadening "blimp".
These housings were still cumber-some, but a vast
improvement over the older shed-style booth.
In 1943, Fred Serson, legendary head of Fox's effects
department, asked Abbott to come aboard full time.
He agreed, joined the team, and really began honing
the skills and talent of a true special effects master. In
1957, L.B. Abbott was named head of what was now
know as 20th Century Fox's special photographic
effects department. During the 60s, the demand for
photographic effects mushroomed along with the
popularity of science-fiction and, yes, disaster movies.
L.B. Abbott was in the right place at the right time. But,
oh my goodness, he didn't even have a computer!
How did he direct the creation of all those really nifty
special effects? The old fashioned way, as is implied
by the title of a book on Abbott issued by the American
Society of Cinematographers. The title of the book:
Special effects--Wire, Tape and Rubber Band Style.

The first designs to surface (no pun intended--really)
resembled a typical teardrop shaped submarine with a
large glass-domed observation room aft of the
conning tower, presumably similar to the craft depicted
on the cover of the 1961 Bantam release of Theodore
Sturgeon's adaptation of Charles Bennett's script.
This design was shelved duo to budget limitations.
Eventually, the familiar manta-ray nose fins and
"glass-nosed" front end design evolved. Initially, the
two levels of nose ports were intended to have six
window groupings each, for a total of twelve. Once
again, budget came into play and the number was
reduced to the now-familiar 8 nose ports. As Tim
Colliver reports in his book, Seaview, The Making of
Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea, "to the rear, two
large tail fins protruded above a pair of exhaust tubes
that contained propellers. The sub had no keel or
rudders at this point, but did have missile hatches, a
conning tower with triangular diving planes, a sonar
dome at the top of the hull just in back of the nose,
and a hatch under what would be the missile room
section for launching of a mini-sub.
The Largest Seaview Model about to set sail.

Above, yet another example of the kind of work that
could be accomplished with miniature sets and
models, from the Abbott supervised Tora! Tora! Tora!
http://www.vttbots.com/seaview.html

L.B. Abbott recorded, in his book, Special Effects,
Wire, Tape and Rubber Band Style, that Seaview was
"presumably 350 feet long, utterly unique in design,
and visually exciting (regards the length, equally
improbable.) The actual blueprints generated by 20th
Century Fox's design department and dated 1960
boldly measure Seaview's length as 400 feet exactly,
yet publicity for the film upon release, site Seaview as
longer than two football fields placed end to end—
around 620 feet. This last figure is certainly the most
likely given the expanse of the submarine's interior. It
is also the figure sited in the July, 1966 issue of
American Cinematographer in an article detailing
Voyage's deserved Emmy win for special effects.
Again, it is the figure sited in Fox's huge press
package put together in 1968 for Voyage's entry into
the syndication market. In addition, the figure fits
nicely with the length of the Soviet Akula class
submarine, which Tom Clancy refers to as "The
world's biggest submarine, pure and simple." at 560.9
feet long. We can only assume Clancy's research
hadn't uncovered Seaview's top-secret existence.

L.B. Abbott recalled the actual models of Seaview
used in filming as being variously 4, 8 and 19 feet
long.
The July, 1965 issue of American
Cinematographer says there were 2, 4, 8 and 18 foot
models. The usual length reported for the largest
model is either a little over 17 feet or 18 feet long.
Upon it's sale by Profiles in History, the largest model
was specifically sited as being 17 feet, 3 inches long.
You get the idea. It was big, and was used primarily
for surface shots where water is subject to surface
tension, which means that the bigger the model, the
more realistic will be the final shot.
Even so, slow-motion photography (shooting the film
at a higher speed than it will be projected) must be
employed to preserve the illusion of model versus
wave size.

DON’T CRASH LAND ON THE POTA
http://www.nst.com.my/blogs/fillips/280

40 years ago, I came across a movie that gave
me a new perspective on apes, humans and
life-on-earth-what ifs... It was 1968, and
presently, all those who were fortunate enough
to remember or had seen Planet of the Apes,
would forever remember it as one of those
iconic movies that gives us all thinking people
another side of looking at life.
I will forever remember Charlton Heston as
astronaut George Taylor who crashed landed
on a planet together with a few of his mates
and discovered to their horror that man was
the beast in an environment where apes were
the intelligent inhabitants.
It was as if the whole, sane world had turned
upside down, and it had! We have the
dialogues that come from the apes that
seemed so strikingly similar to the kind that we
often engaged in with our friends, colleagues
and members of the family.
Charlton Heston has really got to be the
luckiest bloke on the Hollywood side of the big
studios. Heston has a knack of acting in
movies that often turned out to be mega hits
and classics.
For example, he was Moses. Then, he starred
in Ben Hur, followed by a series of great films
that I don't care to name here, or I even
remember.
In Planet of the Apes, based on a novel by
Pierre Boule, Roddy McDowell, Kim Hunter
and Maurice Evans made up the rest of a
strong supporting case. This film is also well
known for its makeup. Remember, this was
1968.
It was a time when neither the CGI nor the
makeup technology was anywhere near as
sophisticated
as
the
present
day.
Nevertheless, it was good enough to impress
worldwide audiences with it realistic looking
cast of intelligent apes.
For a US$2 million budget movie, it performed
much better than expectations. It probably
exceeded all Hollywood producers' perceived
targets too.
To cut a long story short, Taylor (Charlton
Heston) was shot early in the story, thus
rendering him speechless. Thereby facilitating
the impression among his captors, the apes,
that he was as dumb as the other humans.
To add colour to a convulated plot, on the
planet of the apes, chimpanzees are the clever
guys who are also scientists; gorillas serve as

police officers, guards and soldiers; and
orangutans
lawyers,
politicians
and
administrative staff.
No slur on our own orang utan, but it was really
an interesting mix of apes who exist in a
society that very reflects our own with its
unique class system.
The ending was a "killer", as they say in
modern terms. But since not many of you have
seen the movie or may be even can recall what
the conclusion was, I shan't dwell on it. Why
spoil your fun.
But suffice to say, it gives food for thought as
what our future could be if God decides to our
leg a gigantic divine jerk.
Planet of the Apes was so successful and
popular that it spawned four other movies in
the following years. They were Beneath the
Planet of the Apes (1970), Escape from the
Planet of the Apes (1971), Conquest of the
Planet of the Apes (1972) and Battle for the
Planet of the Apes (1973).
Let's not forget that in 2001, there was a
remake of the Planet of the Apes. Several TV
series also followed.
They were Planet of the Apes (1974) and
Return to the Planet of the apes (1975). If
these are not enough to make monkeys of all
of us, then read what Marvel Comics had to
offer.
Marvel churned out comic book versions of all
the movies of that name and added one more
graphic novel entitled Terror on the Planet of
the Apes.
Even though the 1968 version of this movie
received several Oscar nominations, it only
won an honorary Academy Award for
outstanding makeup achievement. This award
went to John Chambers.
This movie is aptly termed as a cult hit.
Through the decades it has made the phrase
"planet of the apes" an almost household word.
It could have triggered off a positive effect in
changing man's perspective of his Darwinian
distant cousin, the primate in the wild.
Of course, I am just guessing here. But serious
movie goers should take a peek at the original
Planet of the Apes. It is really quite a thoughtprovoking film.
Interesting too from an intellectual level.
Anything is possible, given the right
circumstances along an extended timeline on
earth.

MARVEL COMICS IN AUSTRALIA
NEWTON
There were some interesting eBay sales starting in 2002
in the Australian comic book market. A frenzied bidding
war resulted in the record sales of the following comic
books:
1
2
3
4
5

Amazing Spider-Man #1 $360.00
Fantastic Four #1 $204.00
X-Men #1 $204.00
Incredible Hulk #1 $202.00
Silver Surfer #1 $112.00

commanded the respect of his peers with his influential
economic and political columns. By contrast, the depths
of his career were equally extreme. While constantly
battling the life-long demons of booze and prescription
drugs, he would endure bankruptcy, accusations of
espionage and police raids on his offices. He also briefly
boasted the largest brothel and pornographic publishing
house Melbourne had ever seen prior to his selfimposed exile to the US in the 1980s.

Maxwell Newton's hectic career began in relatively
quieter circumstances. A scholarship in 1951 to study
economics saw him attend Clare College, Cambridge,
UK, where he passed his exams and achieved the
award for outstanding economics graduate of the year
The Comic Buyer’s Guide currently values a near mint
and was made honorary scholar. After graduation he
copy of Amazing Spider-Man #1 at US$20,000, so why is secured a job in the Australian Public Service working as
$360.00 considered a record? More like a bargain price
a clerk in the Treasury section of Australia House in
surely? That would be true if referring to the original
London. In 1954 he was recalled to Australia to work in
Marvel version from the United States. However this
the Canberra office of the Treasury. After a year he
version is the Australian comic reprint. $360 for a 30c
applied for and obtained a position in the research
black and white reprint? A twelve hundred-fold price
department of the Bank of New South Wales. Boredom
increase on something produced on the cheap by a
quickly set in and as an outlet for his active mind,
comic company that lasted little over a year? A more
Maxwell wrote a series of letters to the Sydney Morning
recent listing on eBay saw Fantastic Four #1 for auction Herald on political and economic issues, which brought
with an asking price of $800! So what's the story here?
him to the attention of its editors. They were impressed
enough to contact him and, after an interview where
Maxwell bluffed his way into achieving a higher salary,
offered him the job of the Herald's political
correspondent. Thus began Maxwell's roller-coaster
entry into the world of journalism and politics. As an
astute writer he would formulate policy and speeches for
opposition Labor leaders, 'Doc' Evatt and Arthur Calwell.
He was later appointed Managing Editor of the Financial
Review, building the readership from 9000 to 20,000 per
edition. He left in 1964 to become founding editor for
Rupert Murdoch's new national broadsheet, The
Australian. He resigned a year later after a dispute with
Rupert Murdoch and began self-publishing a profitable
newsletter, Incentive (dubbed 'Invective' in some
journalistic circles), dealing with politics and economic
policy.

The story begins with the Perth-born journalist and
newspaper entrepreneur Maxwell Newton and the
company in question was Newton Comics, which during
1975 - 1976 was licensed to reprint Marvel comics for
the Australian market. Maxwell Newton (1929 - 1990)
has been described as brilliant, complex, creative,
driven, gifted, a genius, excessive, extreme, erratic,
passionate, unorthodox and, sadly, ultimately selfdestructive. He made friends and enemies, polarizing
both in equal measure by their loyalty or loathing of him.
At the heights of his career he rubbed shoulders with
politicians and Prime Ministers, captured the attention of
thousands of readers through his newspapers, fought
the establishments of the newspaper industry and

In 1970 Maxwell Newton began publishing the
Melbourne Observer, later renamed the Sunday
Observer, seizing the opportunity to fill a gap after the
previous owner of the paper had closed it down, leaving
Melbourne without a Sunday newspaper. After the first
few struggling years he achieved respectable circulation
for the Sunday Observer, achieving at its height print
runs of up to 200,000 a copy. However, competition
reared its head when a rival paper, the Sunday Press,
began publishing in 1973. Max's newspaper was being
printed on "baby presses" (i.e. small suburban company
presses) throughout the Melbourne district. Concerned
that the competition may deny him secure printing
contracts and facilities for his newspaper, Maxwell
bought and took over Regal Press, giving him the
capacity to print the Sunday Observer on his own.
Maxwell moved his premises to 1 Newton Street (the
street name is a coincidence) and heavily upgraded the
printing facilities and plant operations of Regal Press,

allowing him to publish colour magazines and newsprint.
In a rush of extravagance he hired a 727 jet to import the
equipment from Germany. The crowning piece was a
giant Roland colour press that cost $240,000. At the time
it was the biggest sheet-fed colour press in Victoria with
the capacity to print 20,000 glossy colour covers per
hour.

Adventure, All Favourites and many others under the
Planet Comics and later Murray Comics banner. Such
was the success of Planet Comics that the lifting of the
import ban in 1959 had little effect on sales when
imports started trickling in. While the American originals
had the novelty of full colour pages, their sales were not
helped by the irregular and limited availability of many
titles. The Australian reprints still sold well against their
American counterparts, offering better value for money
(3 stories and 68 pages for 25c) and reliable publication.
Most kids had no idea they were reading reprints anyway
and were happy just to marvel at the exploits of
Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, the Justice
League, the Teen Titans and myriad other heroes with
all their wild and imaginative adventures. Many comic
collectors today were introduced to their hobby through
the KG Murray range of reprints. Particular interest in
these comics has grown over the last decade and they
are much sought after items at conventions, collectibles
fairs and eBay with price ranges varying from $5 to $40
and sometimes higher.

It was in this market that Maxwell Newton would launch
his own Newton Comics imprint in 1975, reprinting
Marvel Comics. Marvel Comics revolutionized the comic
world in 1963 with The Fantastic Four, Spider-Man,
Avengers and X-Men and other now heroic icons.
Readers identified with the realistic “heroes with
problems” approach adopted by writer Stan Lee and
thrilled to the dynamic artistry of comic legends Jack
Armed with secure and updated printing facilities
Kirby, Steve Ditko, John Romita and others. Stan Lee,
Maxwell now had to tackle the problem that many new
ever the great communicator and salesman, struck a
publishers face when publishing a once-a-week
rapport with his readers with his irreverent and firmly
newspaper. The Sunday Observer only saw the presses tongue-in-cheek Bullpen Bulletins letters page chock-full
operating on weekends therefore Maxwell needed to
of hyperbole and hoopla, ushering in the self-proclaimed
publish something during the week to keep the presses
'Marvel Age' of comics. Marvel became the #1 comic
running. His solution was two-fold: he used the presses
publishing phenomenon of the western world, a position
to publish soft-core pornography, selling by mail order
it enjoys to this day. None of this however held any
through his newspaper. He printed and sold such titles
significance for Maxwell Newton. It was unlikely he even
as Bedside Pleasure, Eros, Colour Sexy Swingers and
knew what Marvel Comics were besides being a
Kings Cross Whisper. Such was the success of these
commodity to feed his presses and generate cash. What
he did do was employ people who were in the know.
magazines that Maxwell would concentrate solely on
One of these people was journalist and wheeler-dealer,
publishing pornography after the collapse of his
Marty Dougherty.
newspaper business. (These titles are no doubt
collectibles today in some markets but that may be an
article for another time!). His other solution was to
publish comic books, which would be cheap to produce,
print and distribute.
At a later bankruptcy hearing in 1978 Maxwell noted,
"The basic problem we had was to keep our presses
going all through the week. These publications were
produced for virtually the cost of the newsprint. You can
crunch out comics at very low cost using your presses
through the week."
The comics industry in Australia at this time was
dominated by KG Murray Publishing. Since 1940 when
the federal government enacted an import ban on
foreign comics, KG Murray Publishing had been
successfully reprinting National Periodical/DC comics
Born in Casino, NSW, Marty Dougherty worked his way
from the US for the Australian market in black and white. up the journalistic ranks starting as a police rounds
These included such titles as Tip Top, Superman
cadet for the Sydney Morning Herald in 1963. He worked
Supacomic, Wonder Comics, Mighty, Climax, Super

on the Australian and Sydney Morning Herald before
becoming managing editor of Newton’s publishing
vehicle, Regal Press. Tall, affable and easy-going, with
an Irish-Australian shrewdness and sociability, he would
prove adept at bringing people together and securing
deals. He would later start his own successful public
relations consultancy, Dougherty Communications,
boasting an impressive clientele including Sir Peter
Abeles, Donald Trump, Rupert Murdoch and Kerry
Packer. Dougherty Communications is still operating to
this day. Martin Dougherty was also instrumental in
Warwick Fairfax’s ill-fated attempted take over of John
Fairfax Ltd. in the late 1980’s, serving as group
managing director for the Sydney Morning Herald.

ones!…Hallelujah and Odin be praised!…Bow down oh
mortal ones!…Go to it pilgrims!…and Stan Lee’s
signature sign-off, “Excelsior!”
John would also contribute a regular Comics Corner
column for the Watcha-ma-callit Club section of the
Sunday Observer, promoting the comic books and
discussing Marvel comic history in general.

The first Newton Comics titles rolled off the presses in
May 1975 accompanied by the biggest advertising
campaign for comic books ever seen in Australia. The
first titles published in fortnightly rotation were The
Avengers, Fantastic Four, Amazing Spider-Man,
Incredible-Hulk and Planet Of The Apes. The 44 page
comics sold for 30c and were published in black and
Marty Dougherty always had a general interest in comics white with colour covers and colour super-hero posters
from a reader's point of view. Charged with the
in the center. Planet Of The Apes was promoted as the
responsibility of producing comics for Max Newton's
flagship title, capitalizing on the popularity of the movies
Regal Press, Martin Dougherty traveled to the US and
and TV series. Full page Planet Of The Apes colour ads
met with Marvel executives and publisher Stan Lee,
were printed in the Sunday Observer, and a special onesecuring a licence to reprint Marvel comics in Australia.
off colour lift-out supplement promoting the TV series
An initial payment of $30,000 was made and Marvel
and the comics was issued in the June 1, 1975 edition of
released enough black and white proofs to begin printing the newspaper. There was even a TV commercial
the first few comics. A try-out run saw print in early 1975 voiced by the distinctive gravel tones of stage and TV
as part of the Watcha-ma-callit Club colour supplement, actor, Gus Mercurio (father of a certain strictly ballroom
edited by cartoonist and illustrator, Peter Viska, in the
dancer) to promote Newton comics. Max Newton
Sunday Observer, reprinting Conan, Fantastic Four and flooded the market with thousands of comics. The heavy
Dr Strange.
promotion initially paid off with sales of up to 30,000
recorded for the first issues, dropping to around 20,000
After a few weeks an advertisement was placed in the
for the second and third issues. Further titles were
Sunday Observer seeking an experienced comic
added to the publishing schedule including Dr Strange,
enthusiast to edit the upcoming Newton Comics series.
Dracula, Conan, Silver Surfer, X-Men and Captain
Responding to the advertisement was 19-year-old
America. A special issue of Science Fiction was
Melbourne University engineering student John Corneille published in August 1975 to coincide with the first World
who was looking for a distraction from his studies and
Science Fiction Convention ever to be held in Australia.
got the job. John was already well-versed in Marvel lore
Comic fans were treated to a wide cross section of
and comics fandom in general and his knowledge would Marvel history with artists Jack Kirby (Fantastic Four and
prove valuable to his position as editor. He would remain Avengers) and Steve Ditko (Spider-Man) from Marvel's
involved in comic fandom for many years as founding
hey-day beginnings, to more contemporary artists like
editor of The Australian Comic Collector fanzine, and
Barry Windsor Smith (Conan), Gene Colan (Dracula),
organizing comic conventions.
Frank Brunner (Dr Strange) and Mike Ploog (Planet Of
John recalls, "The job was one day a week. I pasted
The Apes).
together the comics juggling page numbers with the
required in-house advertising and trying to keep a
In contrast to their somewhat staid Murray
reasonable coherence in the story line. However we had Publishing/Planet Comic rivals, Newton Comics provided
a certain amount of material and if we did not have the
novelty value with their ‘free’ colour posters, swap cards,
art for a story we just had to skip it and work around it."
super-hero tee-shirt offers, subscription service, Marvel
Marty Dougherty was keen to emulate the up-beat
Mailbag pages, toy prize competitions and discount
Marvel style bulletin and letters pages and so John
offers on merchandise. Novelty value however was not
Corneille became ‘Gentle John’, the editor and
enough to sustain sales. Increases in printing and
respondent for the Marvel Mailbag letters page.
postage costs saw a page cut to 36 pages with a price
John recalls, "The name 'Gentle John' was coined by
rise to 35c. (Max Newton took the Whitlam Labor
Marty. I still cringe when I hear it!"
government and the postal service soundly to task in his
The letters published in the comics were a mixture of
newspaper editorials over the 5c increase in postage
real and fake with some being lifted directly from the US stamps). After a few months sales had dropped to 6,000
Marvel originals, except with new names and addresses, - 8,000 per issue. It soon became apparent that sales
or penned by John himself. As John explains, "I used
projections were grossly overestimated, with print runs
real letters wherever possible but, of course, made up
being too high and returns from newsagents also being
and answered my own letters if needed to get a
substantial. Marty Dougherty returned from the 1975
particular point across."
Christmas holiday break to find Max Newton had closed
Typical of some of ‘Gentle John’s’ Marvel mannerisms
the venture down during his absence. On his return,
were such colourful phrases as: “Harken to me faithful
Marty Dougherty persuaded Max Newton to resume

publishing with a revamp of titles and schedules. In a
move designed to save on printing and colour costs, the
fortnightly publishing schedule was changed to monthly
and the free colour posters dropped from many titles.
New titles Deadly Hands of Kung Fu, Monsters
Unleashed, Iron Man, Daredevil, Thor and Submariner
were added to the publishing schedule. Existing titles
Planet Of The Apes, Conan and Dracula increased in
size to 84 pages for 75c.

Meanwhile about 500,000 unsold comics returned by the
newsagents had been dumped in a tin shed at the old
Richmond Bitter brewery grounds opposite the Sunday
Observer offices. Assigned the task of sorting and
redistributing the comics back into the marketplace was
19-year-old Melbourne University Commerce and
Economics student and future career media journalist,
Ash Long. Ash Long today is the editor of the Melbourne
Observer and has kept records of his brief association
with Newton Comics. Work began in February 1976 for
six weeks with a team of fellow university students who
would bundle the comics in lots of 100, with a target to
redistribute 20,000 comics each week. A label bearing
the words ‘Heritage Series Cut Price Original Reprints’
(not just any reprint, these are the definitive original
reprints!) was affixed over the original cover price. The
comics were then reissued into the market place with a

20% discount on the original price. Quite often the resold
comics sold better the second time around. Occasionally
the ‘Heritage Series’ labeled issues appear at
collectibles fairs and eBay today. When told of recent
high prices paid at auction for Newton Comics on eBay,
Ash Long commented in the Melbourne Observer, “In a
dreamy moment this week, I calculated today’s price of
that unwanted pile of comic books – most of which we
asked for just 24 cents each. Based on the growth
multiple of 510…that comic pile is now worth $61.2
million. Perhaps our 1976 crew should have asked for
more than $3 per hour!”
Meanwhile the end days for Max Newton’s publishing
empire were in sight. Burdened by millions of dollars
worth of climbing debt, Max’s behaviour became more
bizarre and desperate. He fell into a destructive cycle of
booze and prescription drugs, exhibiting wild and
drunken behaviour.
Ash Long witnessed such an event, commenting in his
self-published book Long Shots: "I was working in the
press room and saw the difficulties first hand as Max
drunkedly urinated over the reels of newsprint, ready to
print." (Archivists should note: yellowing of newsprint is
not always necessarily a symptom of its age...).
He was dealing in ‘contra’ where advertising in his
newspapers was paid for in goods and services. Max
became known as the ‘contra king’ and his Toorak Road
mansion, furnished from the proceeds of contra, became
known as ‘Contra Castle’. His marketing men would
make creative deals with local businesses to raise cash
and stave off the debt collectors. One such transaction
saw a fleet of American cars bought from an auto dealer
paid for by full page ads in the Sunday Observer. The
cars were then sold to another dealer and the money
raised paid the wages bill.
Ash Long commenting on his MediaFlash web-site
about the problems of bouncing staff pay cheques
writes: “…all the cheques were bouncing, as they were
for all pay packets at the company. I struck a deal with
Max, citing an eloquent economic argument about
‘survival of the fittest’: he was either impressed with the
logic or the chutzpah! He’d pass over the cheques halfan-hour before those given to rest of the company’s
staff…and we’d ‘high-tail’ it to whatever bank and branch
was being used that week.”
Ash remembers those days in summary: “They were
extraordinary days at an extraordinary company. I was
19 years of age. Equally as extraordinary is the fact that I
have kept these records for more than 25 years!”
Max Newton voluntarily called in the receivers to get his
newspapers and finances in order, only to be dismissed
as manager of his own company by telegram from the
receivers in April 1976. For the second time Newton
Comics were halted as a scheme of arrangements for
the Newton group companies was announced and it was
reported that Max Newton's enterprises were six million
dollars in debt to some 60 creditors. On one occasion
the debt collectors turned up at the Sydney Observer
offices with a crane.
Max was reported to comment: “Every now and then
people came around with a crane to repossess

something, in fact that’s the last resort of the finance
companies – the crane. They came around the day
before yesterday and I gave them $9000 to get rid of
them.” A later reported irreverent comment, typical of
Max Newton under pressure: “We’ve only had three cars
repossessed – a light week.”
Marvel Comics in the US stopped the supply of proofs
when no more payment was forthcoming. Newton
Comics underwent a further consolidation of titles when
printing resumed in August 1976 using whatever
supplies of proofs were left. Titles were amalgamated
into giant 84 page and 100 page titles: Newton Triple
Action (featuring Conan, Avengers and X-men), Newton
Four-In-One (Spiderman, Hulk, Iron Man and Thor) and
Newton Spectacular (Fantastic Four, Daredevil, Silver
Surfer and Submariner). Planet Of The Apes and
Dracula maintained their 84 page status but all other
titles were subsequently dropped. October 1976 was the
last hurrah for Newton Comics as the last remaining
proofs were used up and previously released issues
were recycled into special giant-sized 100 page editions.
'Gentle John's' Marvel Mailbag page was dropped, as
were the competitions, prizes, merchandise and issue
numbering. Oddly enough, these last printed issues
were printed on better paper stock than their
predecessors and are therefore more likely to turn up at
collectibles fairs in much the same condition as they
were printed. The Sunday Observer was bought by
publisher Peter Isaacson and continued to be published
for more than a decade until 1989. The paper was
revived in 2002 as the Melbourne Observer by its editor,
Ash Long.
Meanwhile, the unemployed and bankrupt Max Newton
spent the next few years operating a lucrative massage
parlour and hard-core pornography business with weekly
takings growing to about $12,000 per week. His journey
back to journalistic credibility began in 1979 with articles
in the Australian Penthouse on his ever-favourite topic,
politics and economics. A weekly appearance on John
Singleton’s interview program for Channel 10 in Sydney
followed, and Max was once more back in the
journalistic limelight. In 1980 he left Australia to become
a financial columnist for Rupert Murdoch’s New York
Post. In 1983 New York Times Books published Max
Newton’s first book, The Fed, about the US central
banking system, to wide critical acclaim. Sadly, this
short-lived comeback ended in a final self-destructive
urge to seemingly tear down all he had achieved in
America. He invested and lost hundreds of thousands of
clients’ money in an ill-conceived financial venture.
Shortly before his death he returned to the abuses of
alcohol which ultimately took its toll. Max Newton
passed away in 1990, his death marked by obituaries
and tributes across Australia.

Newton Comics passed into history as a brief and
forgotten venture, consigned to the second-hand
bookshop racks as cheap shelf filler or bought at market
jumble sales at give-away prices. A near
comprehensive listing of Newton Comics follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Amazing Spider-Man 1 - 17
Avengers 1 - 15, Annual 1
Captain America 1 - 4
Captain America / Spiderman (un-numbered
special)
Captain Marvel (un-numbered special)
Conan 1 - 12
Daredevil 1 - 2 + un-numbered special
Deadly Hands of Kung Fu 1 - 3
Dracula 1 - 14, Annual 1 + un-numbered special,
Dr Strange 1 - 10
Fantastic Four 1 - 15, Annual 1
Giant Man / Dr Strange (un-numbered special)
Hulk 1 - 15, Annual 1
Iron Man 1, 2
Monsters Unleashed 1, 2
Newton Comics Swap Card Album (hard cover
available by mail order only)
Newton Four-In-One 1
Newton Holiday Spectacular un-numbered
special featuring Silver Surfer,Thor,Fantastic
Four
Newton Spectacular 1
Newton Spectacular un-numbered special
featuring Amazing Spiderman
Newton Triple Action 1, + un-numbered special
Origins of Great Marvel Comic Heroes (unnumbered special)
Planet Of The Apes 1 - 17, Annual 1, + 2 unnumbered specials
Science Fiction 1, 2, + un-numbered special
Silver Surfer 1 - 6, + un-numbered special

26
27
28
29

Submariner 1+ un-numbered special
Team Up 1 - 3, Annual 1 + un-numbered special
featuring Fantastic 4 / Doctor Strange
Thor 1, 2
X-Men 1- 6

Robert Thomas lives in Sydney and works at a local
hospital as a medical office manager. He therefore has
far too much spare time to indulge in comics, books,
movies and articles like this. rvt@tpg.com.au 2003
Robert Thomas

By the late 1980s Newton comics had mostly
disappeared even from the book exchanges. In the mid
1990s I came across Planet Of The Apes #1 at a
collectibles fair in Sydney selling for $30. At first I
thought it was the original American edition and was
surprised to find it was the Newton Comic reprint. I put
the comic back smugly thinking that the retailer was
crazy and that no one in his or her right mind would pay
$30 for a black and white reprint.
Then in 2001 the X-Men and Spider-man movies were
released smashing cinema records around the world.
Once again super-heroes were big business with their
spin-off merchandising franchises cashing in on the
success of the movies. Comics and memorabilia were
hot sellers on eBay. My jaw dropped when a very fine
copy of Newton Comics Amazing Spider-Man #1 sold on
eBay for $315.00 from a starting price of $1.33. After
dismissing this as a one-off fluke my jaw then hit the
ground when another Amazing Spider-Man #1 sold for
$360.00!
More incredible prices quickly followed: Amazing SpiderMan #3 117.50; Amazing Spider-Man #7 $112.50;
Amazing Spider-Man #10 $51.50; Fantastic Four #1
204.00; X-Men #1 $204.00; Hulk #1 $202.00; Silver
Surfer #1 $112.00; Avengers #1 $66.00; Daredevil #1
$89.00; Planet Of The Apes #1 $41.50.
I mentally slapped myself for giving away my entire
Newton Comic collection in the early 1980s for a jumble
sale. Prices have now settled back to more reasonable
levels ranging from $5.00 to $30.00. However the next
frantic boom is only ever a movie sequel away.
The rights for reprinting Marvel comics in Australia was
taken up by Yaffa Publishing in 1978, which would
continue to reprint Marvel comics until the early 1980s.
That may be an article for another day...

Destiny - By Wendy Kostora 2001
Truth you will dare go find,
Flying into the arms of time.
On past morning and into night,
Relativity flees out of sight.
Abyss is indeed the infinity,
Time is nothing in eternity.
Slipping backwards you will go,
Back to when the apes said no.
Fulfill the history you will do,
Creating the past of her and you.
Father and Mother to the apes,
A world in which you will escape.
Gathered are the words of ape lore,
The Truth of you and her is no more.
Slaves of time you again will be.
Rising from the ashes of Destiny.

came very close to seeing some of the only local content
published by Newton Comics. Phillip Bently, publisher of
the excellent fanzine Word Balloons, recently made
made the following comment on the Pulp Faction
forums:
One of the best selling of all the Newton titles, one of the
longest running not to mention probably the most still inJohn Corneille did canvass the idea of doing alldemand. I don't have a full run of this title, and going on
new strips of Marvel characters at Newton, but it
the silly money being thrown around on eBay recently for
was quickly hit on the head, although whether
near complete (albeit advertised as complete) runs of
here or by Marvel I'm not certain. But it always
the regular series, sans the specials, I doubt I'll be
seemed like a big ask, especially when he
getting
a
full
run
in
a
hurry.
wanted the work to be Planet of the Apes, as
The series Planet Of The Apes was, naturally, spawned
they were the biggest sellers apparently. Not
from the movie of the same name. Marvel initially
only would he have had Marvel to contend with,
wanted to do a straight adaptation but soon ran into
but the film studio as well. Greg Gates, Colin
snags with actor Charlton Heston over his likeness.
Paraskevas and myself gladly put our hands up
Here's how inker Mike Esposito remembers it;
and had already plotted out a strip when the plug
was pulled after a few weeks.
We did a Planet Of The Apes series in a black
No
great
shock there as in the UK equivalent of the
and white book. 20th Century Fox did not want
POTA they were chopping up, re-wording and reus to use the face of Charlton Heston as the
drawing Marvel Killraven strips, titling them Apeslayer
hero, so we had to alter it slightly. I don't know
and presenting them as all new Planet Of The Apes
why this happened, but when we first started it I
material once the existing POTA material had dried up.
was up at Marvel. George Tuska did the pencils,
As the demand for new material ran higher than the
I was going to ink it and put some great tones on
existing stock it comes as no surprise that Newton
it to give it that black and white look. Then they
explored how to get more into circulation. I expect that
said, "No you can't use Heston". I guess it was a
the refusal was more to do with Newton having to
money thing because then Heston might have
actually pay the Australian creators than any veto
wanted to be paid, or maybe his agent wanted to
coming from Marvel, as Maxwell Newton clearly had very
be paid, or 20th Century Fox wanted to be paid,
little respect for Marvel during the entire time he dealt
it was one of those things. So we had to alter his
with them. Perhaps Newton were more afraid of the fallface, I don't remember exactly. I think we gave
out with 20th Century Fox, a corporation with some
him a moustache, changed his hair colour, but it
serious clout behind them, not to mention a presence in
was very successful and we did quite a few
Australia.
issues.
Mike is right with his memories there. The main
character was clearly altered and looks nothing like Onto the comics. As I've mentioned, I don't have the
Charlton Heston, and the inking is some of the best of entire run, so I'll only show/index the issues I have on
his career, as he used ink washes, something he rarely hand. If anyone out there has the missing issues and the
details then let me know and I'll complete this.
did.

POTA - NEWTON COMICS

http://ohdannyboy.blogspot.com/2006/08/more-newtons-planet-of-apespart-i.html

By the time Newton was launched and got a hold of the
book, the television series was in full swing in Australia.
Newton decided to capitalise on that and plugged the
comic on Channel 9 and also in the Sunday Observer
tabloid. As has been pointed out Kevin Patrick, and
confirmed by Robert Thomas, Newton also issued a
promotional comic with the Sunday Observer (1st July,
1976). I can't find anyone who's ever seen this comic, let
alone anyone who actually owns a copy, and I doubt that
many people would have it. I'm trying to track down a
scan at least, if I ever do then it'll be here for all to see.
Newton plugged the book extensively in the Sunday
Observer, running ads for it on several occasions,
running full colour ads and generally plugging the hell
out of it. It must have worked because the title remained
in print and probably had the most material published,
with seventeen issues, an annual, two special editions
#1
and two un-numbered editions, which may or may not be
Date: May 1975
the special issues. That's a total of twenty two issues all
up,
a
record
for
Newton.
Contents:
The Lawgiver by Doug Moench & Mike Ploog (Planet Of
An interesting fact that has come to light is that this title
The Apes #1)

Planet Of The Apes by Doug Moench, George Tuska &
Mike Esposito (Planet Of The Apes #1)

Contents:
Spawn of The Mutant Pits by Doug Moench, Mike Ploog
& Frank Chiarmonte (Planet Of The Apes #3)
World Of Human Captives by Doug Moench, George
Tuska & Mike Esposito (Planet Of The Apes #2)
The back-up stories (movie adaptation) by Moench,
Tuska and Esposito were stretched out to run over
several issues and often didn't feature any identifying
details such as splash pages or credit boxes.
The poster for this issue was of The Fantastic Four.

#2
Date: June 1975
Contents:
The Forbidden Zone Of Forgotten Horrors by Doug
Moench & Mike Ploog (Planet Of The Apes #2)
Planet Of The Apes by Doug Moench, George Tuska &
Mike Esposito (Planet Of The Apes #1)
This issue saw the first ad for the 'Ape Survival Kit'. The
kit, costing a whopping $1.80 (including postage)
contained a 44 page POTA comic (presumably the first
issue) along with a poster, two bumper stickers, a writing
pad and a note-pad. I'm still trying to track one of these
down, but I fear I'll have no luck at all. The poster was a
great Spider-Man vs Dr Doom image by Steve Ditko.
It's highly possible that a variation on this issue was
released as a promotional comic with the 1st of June,
1975 issue of the Sunday Observer, which was Maxwell
Newtons main tabloid and flagship publication of the
time. If so then the comic would have been smaller in
size and not had any cover details (price, issue number).

#4
Date: July 1975
Contents:
A Riverboat Named Simian by Doug Moench, Mike
Ploog & Frank Chiarmonte (Planet Of The Apes #4)
World Of Captive Humans by Doug Moench, George
Tuska & Mike Esposito (Planet Of The Apes #2)
The poster for this issue was of the Black Panther.

#5
Date: July 1975
#3
Date: June 1975

Contents:
Malaguena Beyond A Zone Forbidden by Doug Moench

& Mike Ploog (Planet Of The Apes #6)
World Of Captive Humans by Doug Moench, George
Tuska & Mike Esposito (Planet Of The Apes #2)
Manhunt by Doug Moench, George Tuska & Mike
Esposito (Planet Of The Apes #3)
This issue hilarious. The final story appears tacked on,
as evidenced by the use of a hand-written page number
on page 35 and page 38 is printed in reverse, showing
the dialogue as backwards (mirror image). A classic
example of Newton's 'quantity over quality' policy of the
time.

Date: August 1975
Contents:
Trial by Doug Moench, George Tuska & Mike Esposito
(Planet Of The Apes #4)
Into The Forbidden Zone by Doug Moench, George
Tuska & Mike Esposito (Planet Of The Apes #5)

#8
Date: September 1975

#6
Date: August 1975
Contents:
Planet Inheritors by Doug Moench & Mike Ploog (Planet
Of The Apes #8)
Manhunt by Doug Moench, George Tuska & Mike
Esposito (Planet Of The Apes 3)

Contents:
The Secret Of The Apes by Doug Moench, George
Tuska & Mike Esposito (Planet Of The Apes #6)
This issue would have to be one of the most common
Newtons there is. I see this one everywhere, but rarely
with the poster and swap card intact (mine is still missing
both). I suspect that this issue, along with the Avengers
#6, was used in a showbag of sorts and given away in
bulk.

The poster in this issue has become a classic. It features
Captain Marvel in a red uniform, looking all the world like
Shazam! Not very subtle.

#9
Date: September 1975

#7

Contents:
Beneath The Planet Of The Apes by Doug Moench &
Alfredo Alcala (Planet Of The Apes #7)

The poster for this issue was Conan #6.
The poster in this issue was of Ghost Rider, and the
swap card was The Hulk #3.

#12
Date: November 1975 (cover dated)
#10
Date: October 1975
Contents:
Beneath The Planet Of The Apes: Part Two: Enslaved
by Doug Moench & Alfredo Alcala (Planet Of The Apes
#7)
The Warhead Messiah by Moench & Alcala (Planet Of
The Apes #8)

Contents:
The Horror Inquisition by Doug Moench & Alfredo Alcala
(Planet Of The Apes #9)
Kingdom On An Island Of The Apes by Doug Moench &
Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #9)
The poster for this issue was a grossly coloured
rendition of Conan #5.

Interestingly enough this issue was un-numbered (or at
least the issue I own is). I have no idea what the swap
card was in this issue, the poster was Dracula #1.

#13
Date: November 1975 (cover dated)

#11
Date: November 1975
Contents:
Kingdom On An Island Of The Apes by Doug Moench &
Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #9)
The Warhead Messiah by Moench & Alfredo Alcala
(Planet Of The Apes #8)

Contents:
Kingdom On An Island Of The Apes by Doug Moench &
Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #10)
The Island Out Of Time (?)
The Children Of The Bomb by Doug Moench & Alfredo
Alcala (Planet Of The Apes #10)
Not sure what the poster for this issue was. This was the
last standard sized issue. Clearly sales were increasing
on the title as the move to the larger format was made
earlier than it had been on other regular titles.

This issue has an ad for the rarely seen Monsters
Unleashed #1. I've never seen an actual copy of that
comic by Newton, and I know several others in the same
boat. Still it's nice to see the cover at least, even if it is in
black and white. Still no freebies with this issue.

#14
Date: December 1975 (cover dated)
Contents:
Kingdom On An Island Of The Apes by Doug Moench &
Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #11)
On Location: Conquest Of The Planet Of The Apes by Al
Satian (?)
The Children Of The Bomb by Doug Moench & Alfredo
Alcala (Planet Of The Apes #10)
The Hell Of Holocaust by Moench & Alcala (Planet Of
The Apes #11)
Finding The Future On Fox Farm by Sam Maronie (?)
The first of the giant-sized issues. No poster or other
freebies came with this issue.

#16
Date: March 1976.
Contents:
Last Gasp Purple Light Show by Doug Moench, Mike
Ploog & Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #13)
Two People Who Are The Planet Of The Apes by Jim
Whitmore
Upward To The Earth by Doug Moench & Rico Rival
(Planet Of The Apes #12)
Strangers In A Strange Land by Doug Moench & Rico
Rival (Planet Of The Apes #13)
Despite the cover advertising a poster it appears that
one wasn't included. The iron-on transfer was a Kirby
drawn Captain America.

#15
Date: January 1976 (cover dated)
Contents:
When The Lawgiver Returns by Doug Moench & Mike
Ploog ( Planet Of The Apes #11)
Planet Of The Apes: Fashions by Ed Lawrence
The People Who Are The Planet Of The Apes by Jim
Whitmore
City Of Nomads by Doug Moench & Tom Sutton (Planet
Of The Apes #12)
Outlines Of Tomorrow by Jim Whitmore

#17
Date: August 1975 (cover dated)

Contents:
Up The Nose Tube To Monkey Trash by Doug Moench
& Mike Ploog (Planet Of The Apes #14)
Shaping A Simian World by Sam Maronie (?)
Trouble In Paradise Lost by Doug Moench & Rico Rival
(Planet Of The Apes #14)
Dreamer In Emerald Silence by Doug Moench & Tom
Sutton (Planet Of The Apes #15)

ape head covering where the number would be) and put
out towards the end of Newton's days in order to rake in
some more cash.

With this issue the regular, numbered, series came to an
end. Two more issues would be released, both without
numbers and at least one would be reprinting what had
come before it. The lead story contains a blurb
advertising Planet Of The Apes #18. That comic wasn't
printed, at least not with a number. The cover did
advertise a poster but I have no details on if a poster
was actually included.

Special nn (#19)
Date: circa late 1976?
Contents:
Kingdom On An Island Of The Apes: The Trip by Doug
Moench & Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #10)
Kingdom On An Island Of The Apes: Arrival by Doug
Moench & Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #10)
Kingdom On An Island Of The Apes: The City by Doug
Moench & Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #10)
Kingdom On An Island Of The Apes: The Island Out Of
Time by Doug Moench & Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes
#11)
Kingdom On An Island Of The Apes: Battle by Doug
Moench & Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #11)
Simian by Jim Whitmore
Special nn (#18)
The Man Who Sold The Planet Of The Apes by Gary
Date: circa 1976
Gerani
Exclusive Interview With Marvin Paige by Susan
Contents:
Munshower
In The Cradle Of A Father's Sins by Doug Moench &
The Remaking Of Roddy McDowall by Abbie Bernstein
Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #15)
Knowing Your Place On The Planet Of The Apes by
When The Calliope Cries Death by Doug Moench & Rico Gary Gerani
Rival (Planet Of The Apes #16)
Man The Fugitive by John Warner
I have serious doubts as to if this issue was ever mass
Interview With Dan Striepeke
released. I found my copy in a pile of comics from a
But Who Shall Inherit The Meek? by Doug Moench &
dealer in Melbourne who couldn't recall where he got it
Rico Rival (Planet Of The Apes #16)
from, only that it 'suddenly appeared'. No big deal, I
Slaves by Doug Moench & Alfredo Alcala (Planet Of The bought it, brought it back to my dealers table and
Apes #17)
opened it up for a very nice shock. First off the price has
been snipped from the top right hand corner of the issue,
No dates, no issue number, in fact no details at all to
a common ploy for returns or when a newsagent wants
identify this issue. It could be one of the specials, but I
to increase the price. However markings on the splash
suspect that it isn't. My best guess is that this could well page show that the cover wasn't cut, it was sliced.
be issue #18 of the series, never numbered (there is an

On the indicia things get really interesting. My copy has
the POTA details crossed out in pen and the following
written in; "DAREDEVIL ANNUAL 6PT H/Lx36EMS" I'm
not sure what that all means, but I'm wondering if a
Daredevil annual was prepared and perhaps scrapped
before publication. There are other minor markings
throughout the issue, and the paper stock is of extremely
high quality. Hence I believe that this issue either wasn't
released and as such this is a proof copy, or that it was
released in altered format. As I've yet to see another
copy with the same cover and insides I haven't anything
to compare it to. As it reprints the entire Kingdom On An
Island Of The Apes story-line it's a great volume to have.

Annual #1
Date: July 1975
Contents:
Evolution's Nightmare by Doug Moench, Ed Hannigan &
Jim Mooney (Planet Of The Apes #5)
A Visit With The Fantastic Four by Stan Lee & Jack
Kirby (Fantastic Four #11)
The Hulk vs. the Thing by Stan Lee, Jack Kirby &
George Bell (Fantastic Four #25)
The Avengers Take Over by Stan Lee, Jack Kirby &
George Bell (Fantastic Four #26)
The first annual came out on the same date as POTA #4
and contained more Fantastic Four material than it did
Apes. Again, this annual is fairly common.
There was a Special Edition Reprint of Issue #1 - with 2
different printings made in 1980

PLANET OF THE APES - POETRY

Journey

Killing humans you feel no shame,
Their genocide is your evil plan.
Murdering apes you take no blame,
As you’re protecting the Truth at hand.

By Wendy Kostora 2000

I will walk the road with you,
No matter how far the journey.
Together we will find compassion,
For there is no hatred here
Only love.
Our hearts and drums shall beat as one,
Our voices rising up from the hills.
And when the serpent is vanquished,
The stars shall shine with brilliance
In the night.

Love is absent from your heart,
Ambition runs your devotion.
This you learn from your father’s part,
His sins which you propel into motion.
On your father’s words you will ride,
To the far ruins of Calima.
With the Army at your side,
You shall complete humanity’s FALL

We will climb the tallest mountains,
And sail the seas deep and wide.
And though this will be difficult,
Our friendship will prevail past
Adversity.
Like the trees of ancient forest,
In harmony we will grow wise and strong.
No more can the canyons divide us,
Bridges of understanding cuts
The distance
I will travel the road with you,
No matter how far the journey is.
Because our footsteps follow true,
The path of a dream will lead us
To freedom.

Thade
By Wendy Kostora 2002

The fire of fear burns within you,
Fueling the power you desire.
In this world you will rise and rule,
Because you are what Semos sired.
His blood runs hot inside your veins,
His armor is your true skin.
Smile you not with exposed fang,
Which is his sword you hide within.

Effigies
By Wendy Kostora 2003

Effigies
Scarecrows
Criss-cross against the sky.
Effigies
Deterrents
Lines drawn into the stone.
Effigies
Illusions
Half-truths buried by fear.
Effigies
Wasteland
Minds turned to dust.
Effigies
Foreboding
Doomsday sun dawns.
Effigies
Silence
The world is no more.

INTERVIEW WITH BILL HOLLIWEG

Galactic Guides - a comedic sci-fi lark,

BrokenSea Audio Productions

WHAT GAVE YOU THE ORIGINAL IDEA FOR THIS
PARTICULAR PROJECT? I have been a fan since I was
like in 2nd or 3rd grade and would race home to watch it
during MONSTER WEEK after school along with
Godzilla. I commute to work 30minutes both ways and
wanted to listen to it...But just an audio rip would leave
gaps...And I have an addiction nowdays to the audio drama
realms-LOL And it was a way to go Fan over Simian and
just have fun with something I care so much about.
WHEN DID YOU FIRST COME UP WITH IT? HOW
LONG DID IT TAKE TO PUT TOGETHER? The first 6
scripts were written December 2006, and then I put out a
cast call - started begging for lines- and had episode 1 done
in January 2007 - actually was working on mixing episode 4
when we opened the BrokenSea website March 2, and ep1
was one of our first 2 or 3 shows that day.
HOW DO YOU AND OTHERS IN YOUR TEAM
USUALLY WORK ON A PROJECT TOGETHER? If I
have an idea- I will toss it out - or if I have time I will script
a few pages and get an outline ready and see if it's
something that the other founders of the Sea think is good.
And then I write the script - send it to my fellow founders,
Mark Kalita, Paul Mannering, David Sobkowiaj, and our
newest member of the exec team Steven Jay Cohen - as well
as Paul's wife Damaris - who edits the script and checks for
inconsistencies etc... If it passes all that without being too
bloodied - I send out a cast call to our yahoo group for
auditions... And then on with the post production.
WHAT WAS THE EASIEST AND HARDEST PARTS
PUTTING THIS STORY TOGETHER? Tie-ing the
movie - the bits I wanted from the Boulle book - and ideas I
had on things that the movies didn't cover or left out <Dr.
Milo and Taylor's Spaceship for one>, and staying true to
the story. Also getting the Natural sound scapes to sound
right. This was also the most enjoyable - LOL and time
consuming. The easiest - was the voice acting I did for
Taylor... Not because I am a good actor - but because it
takes an hour or 2 to record a few takes on each line and
then you are done, the post production usually takes me 2
hours a day - 7 - days a week, for 2-4 weeks depending on
the script. Lots of time involved - but I mix at 4am-6am so
as to not be lost from my family and granddkiddos <who
also VA'd in POTA. The Mutant Children and some young
chimps when Taylor runs through the Market.>
HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO COMPLETE THE
PROJECT? 13 months. Though I was also mixing 2-3
other shows <my original Fantasy Audio Drama - The Saga
of the Grog and Gryphon, Paul Mannering's and my Ulysses

WHERE CAN PEOPLE SEE/HEAR IT ONLINE?
www.brokensea.com <free downloads till 3955 AD>
SFFaudio, it was featured in may 2007 on the Sonic Society
http://sonic.libsyn.com/, and it is also on a forum Audio
Drama Talk
http://www.audiodramatalk.com/index.php,
our brokensea yahoo group:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/BrokenSea/?yguid=2738095
59
the Pota yahoo group
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/pota/?yguid=273809
559

WHERE CAN PEOPLE GET OR PURCHASE IT?
It's free for download in Mp3 <44100hz 192k>, at
www.brokensea.com - someday I might have time to do
some art for a CD cover - or I might ask my buddy Glen
Scheetz to help me out - not only does he play Lucius in my
POTA but he is an EXTRAORDINARY ARTIST!
WHAT OTHER PROJECTS HAVE YOU BEEN
INVOLVED WITH AND WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE
PROJECT PLANS? I have the first 2 scripts completed
for Beneath POTA and am working on the rest now, More
Grog and Gryphon, I adapted Escape From New York for
Audio so that will be starting soon too... And I am trying to
find time to do an audio adaptation of 20,000 leagues Under
the Sea, Time Traders by Andre Norton, King Kong <1933
version>, Maybe Godzilla too - LOL <my buds are gonna
love this when I pitch it - LOL>
HOW HAS THE RESPONSE BEEN TO YOUR
PRODUCTION? Over all VERY positive, some didn't
like it because I strayed a hair or 3 from the movie and
added interpretations from the book, but overall people
seem to enjoy it - some have never seen the movies and
have since gone out and bought them after listening - which
is really why I made it. Something to take your mind away
from the grind for 20-40minutes. And it's just TOO FUN! ;)
ANYTHING YOU WOULD HAVE DONE
DIFFERENTLY IF STARTING OVER? Paid a wee bit
more attention to the panning in the first 3 episodes - it's not
bad - but it's not as good as I would have liked. Otherwise it's been an honor to work with the actors and to get to know
the Simian Fan Community - some of the BEST PEOPLE
on the PLANET!

and clothes for that matter, to be off...

BrokenSea Audio Productions

HERCULE (Pilot-male):
that later... C'mon!

<chuckles> Time for

SFX: The two walk to the airlock.

The Planet of the Apes - Prologue

HERCULE (Pilot-male):
I promise... You'll
like it. Double-check your seals.

Adapted from the Movie by Bill Hollweg
22/Dec/2006

VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female):
going out <pause> there?

"PLANET OF THE APES"- Original Screenplay by
Michael Wilson

HERCULE (Pilot-male):
Don't be a fraidy
cat.... C'mon- <opens airlock> airlocks open... Trust
me...

Based on Novel By Pierre Boulle
SCRIPT- May 5, 1967

SHOOTING

SCENE#1:
Fade in. Space. Silence (ethereal
music) EXT STARSHIP. Starship zooms out of
hyperspace and engines roar. Over the engines VA is
heard from Spaceman #1 (pilot of the vessel) from
inside ship. (intercom/stormtrooper vocal- lots of
reverb?)
HERCULE (Pilot):
Made it... Shutting down
FTL drive. Orion's Belt...
SFX: Change P.O.V. to INT starship, command
cabin noises- buttons being pushed levers thrown,
low hum of warp engines in the background. Pilot is
helmeted and in a Spacesuit. (Intercom/stormtrooper
vocal-lots less reverb but still a mechanical intercom
vocal sfx.)
HERCULE (Pilot-male):
Cooling drive core...
Switching to ion engines.... <Turning> Honey! We've
made it!
VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female): Finally! Can
I take this monkey suit off now that we are out of
FTL warp? I hate hyperspace flight... Why I let you
talk me into this vacation... My mother has never
liked you being my boyfriend y'know... And now we
are in the outer rim of civilized space...
HERCULE (Pilot-male):
<hatch opens and he
walks in> Your mother just doesn't know me... Keep
your suit on... I have a surprise...
VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female): <slyly> I
thought those kind of surprises required our suits,

We are

VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female): Should have
listened to my mother...
<Walks into airlock- it closes- fade out
scene>

SCENE#2:
Fade in. EXT STARSHIP RIGHT
GUIDANCE FIN. Airlock opens. The two astronauts
walk out, with magnetic boots, on the starship port
guidance fin. Low rumble of ion engines murmur in
the background.
VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female):
out here, Hercule?
HERCULE (Pilot-male):
love- Orion's Belt...

Why are we

Look Venusia, my

VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female): I could have
seen it from "Inside" the ship... Instead of in a
monkey suit with magnetic boots being my only
safety line between oblivion and me...
HERCULE (Pilot-male):
them monkey suits...

Venusia, stop calling

VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female): Stop being
so PC Hercule... It is beautiful out here though... All
the stars... And Orion burning bright... I could almost
reach out and touch--HERCULE (Pilot-male):
Venusia, my love...
<gets on one knee> I love you... Will you--?
VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female): Oh my god!
You're not... You are... I--... YES!!!! I will marry
you!!!

SFX:

The two space travelers' hug.

HERCULE (Pilot-male):
Now and forever!

scientific types... <laughs good naturedly>

Venusia, I love you!

VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female): And I you
Hercule... Mmmmmm... When we get back inside I
am going to tear that monkey suit off you and-what's that?

HERCULE (Pilot-male):
Hey! That's not fair!
<laughs> What is this... There's writing on it...
<touches the piece of debris> Wonder what it-SFX: He is surprised by the sound of a vocal
recorder turning on from the piece of debris.
HERCULE (Pilot-male):

HERCULE (Pilot-male):

Oh my!

What?

VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female):
of space debris... Coming near us...

Floating bit

HERCULE (Pilot-male):
I thought this was a
clean part of the Galaxy... Damn... Now I better
extend the tractor array before it damages the ion
engines... I paid 20,000 Caesar's for this chart... I'm
going to have a word with the spaceport authorities...
C'mon Venusia... The moment is apparently lost...
VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female):
now my <pause> fiance!

<slyly>For

SFX: The two space travelers walk back to the
airlock, it opens and closes.
CUT TO NEXT SCENE
SCENE#3:
Fade in INT STARSHIP
AFTERDECK. Mechanical servos, buttons/levers
pushed opening hatch and setting down of space
debris, underscore dialogue.

HERCULE (Pilot-male):
Let's see... Closer...
Closer... That's it. Lock the hatch...
VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female): Can I take
off this monkey suit now? I may not be in the mood
<pause> later...
HERCULE (Pilot-male):
Will you stop with
the monkey suit Venusia... It's not becoming... Keep
it on... I just need to inspect it before I incinerate it...
Can't leave a hazard to astral navigation lying about
now- can we?
SFX: Hercule walks over to the metallic piece of
space debris followed by Venusia.
VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female): Oh all
right... Maybe my mother was right about you

COMPUTER (FEMALE VOICE):
Initiating
message... In three... Two... One... Initiate distress
message.... Now...
VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female):

What is it?

HERCULE (Pilot-male):
Some kind of
archaic recording, coming from this space junk...
TAYLOR (VOCAL RECORDING):
If you are
listening to this... Beware... Turn your ship around
and get away... Life as we know it has ended... Listen
to my tale and leave this godforsaken part of time and
space...
VENUSIA (passenger/lover-female):

Dear me...

Fade out- End PROLOGUE---------------------------------

TV Fan fiction
by Kasey/Undomiel and SSS 979.
hidalgo_girl05 elfgirl_06@councilofelrond.net
STRANGER
CHAPTER THREE
ARREST
Pete's eyes were darting over the area in spite of
the fact that he was well aware that there wasn't a whole
lot to see. It was a vacant area, where they wouldn't run
the risk of "infecting" anything belonging to the apes with
the disease of humanity. It had once been a horse pen.
Now it was a crumbling fence around a beat-down area,
with an equally rotted out canopy shelter in one corner.
Not what he'd call a five star hotel...
But there were bigger issues to be discussed than
how large the cockroaches got at this particular bed and
breakfast. "Did he tell you anything useful?" Alan's voice
was urgent. He looked like he was about ready to snap.
It must have been sheer torture for him to walk through
the city streets, a mere two paces behind Galen, and not
voice his questions until they were safely out of earshot.
Galen flashed his two friends a smile, but then
frowned. "Well, I found out that there were five of them."
Pete watched, silent, not getting his hopes up yet. "Two
were found dead. The other three are being held in the jail
with every avaible guard guarding them."
"Three out of five," Alan repeated, lowering his
head and looking away. He looked devistated.
"Still a pretty good chance, Alan," Pete mumbled,
eyes locked on his friend. "You figure at least three of
those five had to be qualified to fly it."
"Well, the prefect wants them gone as soon as
possible," Galen continued. "And it'll be seven more days
until Urko arrives." He sighed, and offered an apologetic
look at his friends. "We aren't welcome for even that long
because of my two servants."
"Yeah, and those eight days are assuming that
Urko takes his sweet time," Pete sighed, raising his hand
to his mouth and chewing on his thumbnail as he stared
at the dirt.
"How many guards in all?" Alan asked.
"I don't know." Galen shook his head. "He didn't
say a certain number. Just all of them."
Pete managed a half-hearted shrug. "Well, the
city's not that big," he offered. "All the officers they've got
can't be as many as we've faced in Central City..."
Galen nodded. "Good point." He reconsidered
almost as soon as he'd spoken. "But we'll need to be able
to get away from here quickly."
"And get the surviviors out quickly, too." Alan
made sure that they were included.
Galen nodded, quiet, affirming noises forming in
the back of his throat. Pete stared for a long moment at
the ground, still chewing his thumbnail. "Okay," he
started. "So we need to be in and out in, what, thirty
seconds?"
"You need to be in, and out, before any gorillas
start shooting at you," Galen said conclusively.
"Probably thirty seconds," Alan confirmed. "Fortyfive would be pushing it."

"Got a grenade?" It was a joke, but Pete was well
aware that it wasn't all that funny. Even he didn't smile.
Galen tipped his head. "What's a grenade?"
"That thing we used to get you out," Pete
mumbled, half-heartedly.
"Oh." Galen glanced at Alan and did a double
take. His friend was pacing, head down, arms across.
Galen's eyes followed him, back and forth, back and
forth... Finally, Galen turned to face him fully. "Alan?" He
looked up at the sound of his name. "Alan, would you
please stop pacing back and forth? You're making me
uneasy just watching you..."
"Sorry."
The blonde man propped himself up against a
rail. Galen's eyes remained on him for a moment, then
turned to Pete just as he dropped his hand. "Look, we
were in and out of Central City's jail, with Galen in thirty
seconds easy. Before Urko could run from the next
room." He glanced back and forth between the two of
them. "There's no reason we can't get in, grab them, and
get out, if we know who's got the keys. 'Cause best I can
tell, we're gonna need 'em."
"Yeah, that's the problem," Alan mumbled.
"Knowing who has the keys, and being able to get
them are two completely separate things," Galen
reminded.
"Yeah, but it's kinda hard to get 'em if we don't
know where they are..." Pete answered.
Alan's eyes fixed on the ape standing between
them. "Galen, you've got to get into that jail," he stated.
"We need to know what it looks like, how to get in and out
quickly. A... layout of the place."
"And who's in charge," Pete added.
Galen shook his head. "I thought you would want
me to attempt as much," he answered. "But I can't get
near the jail. The prefect won't allow it."
"Oh, come on Galen..." Alan shot back,
disbelieving. "There's gotta..."
"Don't 'come on Galen' me," the chimpanzee
cried. "I am telling you there is no way I will be..."
"Well then we need another way in," Pete
interrupted. He looked to Alan. "I don't think either one of
us would have a hard time getting ourselves thrown in
jail."
Galen's eyes widened. "Oh no. No no no..."
Pete ignored him. "I'll go in, check it out, find out
where the keys and the prisoners and the exits are... you
come in and I'll relay everything and we'll be out quick.
Easy." It wasn't easy. He knew it. But he wasn't ready to
let it go yet. If Galen couldn't get inside, it was their only
way to check it out.
"We won't have the luxury of communication back
and forth while you're in there," Alan stated.
"So we'll only get one shot," Pete inferred. "How's
that different from any other plan we've ever had?"
Galen's jaw was dropped as the two humans
discussed their plans as if he was not even standing there
in their midst. "Now wait just a minute!" he broke in,
feeling his frustrations mount as they both stopped, and
turned to look at him. "And if this plan of your fails just
who is going to get you out of that jail?" The both of them
stared back at him with expressionless faces. "What if

they capture you both in this crazy attempt; I have no
authority here! The prefect won't even let me near the jail,
and Urko will be here in a matter of days!"
Still, they stared. They stared in that way they did
when they had already made up their minds, and nothing
he said or did could convince them to see things from a
different perspective. He'd seen that look several times,
and he wasn't terribly fond of it. "Alan be reasonable!" he
cried. "Urko is on his way; there will be no time if you're
caught to get you out! You'll be gift wrapped and sent
back to Central City and to Urko's firing squad!"
"Look, Galen, you got a better idea?" Pete asked
calmly, his face still the emotionless expression of finality.
"No, of course I don't but you can't expect me to
just go along with a plan that's almost sure to get you
killed."
Alan turned, and crossed his arms loosely over
his chest, watching Galen with a pathetic look on his face.
Galen was determined... but these were the two humans
who had dragged him back to a plague-ridden village by
the string of his loyalty. They were also the two humans
who had placed him on a flying machine and sent him
jumping off the edge of a cliff. He knew he wouldn't win
this argument any more than he had won either of those.
He also knew they were right. If they knew what
they were walking into, it would minimize the risk when
they actually made the move to break the survivors out of
the jail. But even so... it seemed a terrible risk all the way
around. In the attempt to break the survivors out, if
anything went wrong, they could at least run and get out
alive. But if Pete was in there with them... Galen sighed
inwardly as he realized what he already knew. Alan
wouldn't leave those people even if his life were in danger.
It was likely Pete wouldn't, either. If something went
wrong in any stage of this rescue, they were all going to
die. It was that simple.
Galen hissed. "Oh... fine! Do it your way!"
"No, really, if you got a better idea, I want to hear
it." Pete didn't want to just "do it his way". He wanted to
know, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that it was the only
way to do it, before he put all their necks on the chopping
block. "He won't let you near that jail. And that kinda
limits our options for how to get into it."
"We have to get into that jail any way we can."
There was an urgency in Alan's voice that was
unmistakable. "We can't just run in there blindly."
"There may not be a lot of gorillas here compared
to Central City," Pete continued, "but I bet dollars to pesos
they can still take the three of us out if it comes to that."
Galen sighed, and once again tried the voice of
reason. "Maybe the prefect has a set of keys to the jail in
his house. I could always try to take..." He stopped when
he realized the looks he was receiving, and sighed. "Bad
idea." He frowned deeply as he realized what he was
saying. "But Pete, whether I get caught stealing keys or
you get caught doing god-knows-what, we'll both end up
in the jail! And I would certainly receive better treatment
than you would."
Alan's arms crossed a little more firmly. "And if
anything should go wrong, we would have no chance of
reasoning our way out of it."
"And you think I would have a chance of getting

him out?" Galen pointed at Pete.
"A chance, yes," Pete answered. "Not a
guarantee."
"I don't like putting our lives on a chance!" Galen
cried.
"Our lives are based on the ability or inability to
get those people out of there," Alan explained. "If we're
unable then anything else is a shot in the dark."
"Why don't you let me try and draw some of the
gorillas away... and you can inspect the jail that way?"
Both of them gave him utterly pathetic looks in
response. "Galen, how long do you think you're gonna be
able to keep them away?" Pete demanded. "Long
enough for us to search the jail and every guard in it for
the one with the keys?"
"Or do you suggest we attempt a surprise
attack?" Alan added. Pete shot him a look, but said
nothing. He didn't need to. Alan already knew how stupid
that idea was.
"Oh, now that would cause me to seriously
question the intelligence I thought you so highly capable
of."
"If we don't know what we're up against, we got
no business runnin' in there," Pete agreed. "We might've
done some surprise attacks in the past but we always
knew who we were surprising..."
Silence descended on them. Galen looked at the
sky, turning darker by the minute, and sighed. "The
prefect will be wondering where I am," he mumbled.
"Can't take too good of care of you."
Pete stared for a moment, then briefly raised his
hand to his mouth again, chewing on his nail for another
second. His mind was racing, and coherent thought was
a bit out of his grasp. Alan cast a quick look to him, then
back at Galen. "You'd better go," he sighed. "Pete and I
will figure something out. Maybe it would best if you didn't
know anyways."
The chimp sighed and shook his head. "If you
say so..." He was resigned to whatever they decided. He
knew they would indeed figure something out, and that he
might not entirely approve of the outcome. Nevertheless,
if the past was any indication, whether or not he
approved, they may very well be right. Then again, all too
many times, their fates had been left to chance.
He turned, and walked a few steps before Pete's
voice stopped him. "Hey, Galen..." He glanced back over
his shoulder and saw his friend's eyes locked on him.
"You trust me?"
Galen blinked. What a strange thing to ask... He
turned fully to face him and tipped his head to the side.
"Of course I trust you; what kind of a question is that?"
Pete offered a smile - one that was completely
forced, Galen could tell - and shook his head. For a long
moment, the chimpanzee didn't move. Then, finally, he
turned away, glancing back over his shoulder every few
steps until he was a safe distance from the pen.
***
A human on a casual stroll through the streets of
Pagon attracted the attention of every ape he passed.
Pete was well aware of it. He could feel the eyes on him,
and half expected to be stopped before he even reached
the prefect's house. That expectation dimmed, though,
with every ape who turned tail and ran at the sight of him.

One would almost think they were afraid of him. Maybe it
wasn't him, specifically. More likely, it was the disease of
humans in general they feared...
Pete let the hostility build up his own mood, and
slowly managed to put himself into the mind of the
character he intended to play. It was only then that words
began to come to him, and he realized what he intended
to do and say when he arrived at the prefect's house.
He banged on the door with the side of his fist,
and put his head down to shield his eyes from the
morning sun. It was only a matter of seconds before the
door swung open. "Good mo-" The prefect stopped short
as he saw it was a human who had come to beat on his
door. Over his shoulder, Pete caught a glimpse of Galen,
rising from what looked to be a breakfast table.
"I need to see Master Helius," Pete stated firmly.
The ape was clearly shocked to hear such words
come so boldly from a human. "Why, what manner of
business do you a human have to make demands of an
ape? How dare you!"
Pete shot the prefect an angry - but carefully
measured - look, and turned his attention to "Helius" as
he approached behing the prefect. Without wasting a
moment, Pete straightened just a bit, and spoke boldly,
just shy of directing anger specifically at Galen. "Master,
you gave your word that we would leave here first thing in
the morning and the sun is already high in the sky..." He
let the statement hang in the air, waiting to see how Galen
would play it.
Galen stared blankly, wishing he had been
informed of the plan, whatever it was. Finally, he realized
that his "servant" was waiting for a response, and he
snapped out of his trance. "Trunt, it is not your place to
question my athority." Galen -Helius - stepped forward.
"Go back to where you are staying and don't bother me
until I call you." He stood a bit straighter as he fell into
character. "I should have you whipped for such
insolence!"
"Trunt" was distinctly aware of the fact that those
passed were slowing to watch the scene unfold. "But you
gave your word!" he cried, still bold but nearing frantic in
his tone. Out of the corner of his eye, he saw the prefect,
already appalled that a human would walk to his house
and bang on his door and now about to hyperventilate.
Helius lowered his voice to a hiss, making it
perfectly clear that he was not intending to cause a scene.
"It is not up to you when we leave," he stated firmly. "Now
I told you to get back where you belong!"
"You allow your human to talk to you like this?"
Prefect Volar demanded of Helius.
Helius turned and bowed apologetically. "No, sir,
usually he is well behaved. But you know how humans
are..." He turned and glared at the one standing at the
front door.
"This matters a great deal to me!" Trunt stepped
forward, easily intruding on both apes' personal space.
The prefect jumped back. "Helius, if you are not
able to control your servant I will have him removed!"
"I want to go home!"
"This is an outrage!" Helius looked back and
forth between the ape and the human, both yelling at him.
"Now you see why we don't allow these beast in our
village!"

Trunt backed off for long enough to give his
master time to deal with the hysterical prefect. "Sir, I will
take care of the problem immediately if you would just
give me a little time."
"Time! What time do you think we have?"
Pete watched. To his own ears, his act didn't
sound terribly convincing. But he didn't have to put on an
Academy Award winning performance. All he had to do
was stir the pot, and it looked as if it was starting to
simmer quite nicely. He gave second thought to attacking
the prefect, but decided that was more likely to get him
shot than arrested.
"Don't worry, sir, I'll take care of it." Helius turned
to him and straightened. "Come, Trunt, back we go." He
stepped toward the door, preparing to lead his servant
back to the corral. "I'll be right back. Sorry for this little...
mistake."
"Mistake indeed!"
Trunt planted both feet firmly on the porch of the
hut and blocked the path. "No."
Helius had no choice but to stop short. For just a
moment, both apes blinked at him. "Are you telling me
no?"
"I'm telling you I want to go home! And I am not
going back to that cage while you sit and drink with the
prefect!"
The prefect's jaw dropped. Trunt pressed
forward, backing his master up a step, into the house.
"You gave your word." The tone was blatantly
threatening.
"You are going back to the corral now!" Helius
threatened right back. He shot a concerned look at the
prefect, then turned back. "Go!"
That look of concern was a card well-played.
Pete knew it wasn't real concern. Galen wasn't stupid; he
knew what was happening. But at the moment, he could
only play along. Anything more or less would compromise
his position.
It was down to the wire, and the prefect still hadn't
called a guard. They could go on like this for another ten
minutes, or Pete could take matters into his own hands.
He chose the latter, and lunged forward, his hand
immediately at Galen's belt.
"Aah!" Galen had known Pete was about to do
something, but he certainly hadn't expected that! He fell
backwards, trying to get out of the way and nearly falling
over the prefect in the process.
"Guards! Help! Guards!"
"Stop! I order you to st-" Helius was cut short by
the glint of a knife.
"Guards!" The prefect was not so incapacitated.
The prefect's loud cries triggered something in
Pete, and the part of him that had still been only acting
suddenly became lost in the role. The small part of his
mind that had been wondering just how stupid he would
have to be to pull a knife on his master, in a prefect's
home, in a city of armed guards, and expect not to be
arrested, was now lost in the fact that he'd just done it.
Suddenly he realized he was holding a knife, a crime that
was in and of itself punishable by death, and he was
moreover holding it to his Master. Suddenly, he realized
that if he ran... they were going to shoot him.
Galen watched him carefully, sharing a brief

flicker of conversation that had been spoken before...
"You trust me?"
"Of course I trust you; what kind of a question is
that?"
Suddenly, Pete's eyes changed color, becoming
almost black. Suddenly, he'd spun around behind him,
and had the knife pressed up against his throat. Galen
gasped, eyes going wide in a split second of very real fear
as years of firmly-ingrained teachings came to mind. You
couldn't trust humans... They would turn on you in an
instant... They would lie and cheat and steal and kill you
when it was all said and done...
Stop that! he chastized himself. This is Burke
you're talking about!
That reminder comforted him. He had known that
all along. But the knee-jerk reaction had been long ago
established. For that matter, Galen still wasn't entirely
sure if Pete was still in control of his acting... or if the role
had control of him. His trust wavered, but he didn't dare
speak or move.
Pete felt Galen's tension and pulled the blade
back just slightly. Instantly, Galen relaxed, just enough for
Pete to notice. Outwardly, he still showed pure fear as
two armed gorillas stormed in through the already-open
door and did a double take. Certainly it was a scene
they'd never witnessed before. They raised their guns.
"Don't shoot!" Galen cried, real fear setting in.
Galen knew that Gorilla's didn't have the best aim. He
didn't want Pete to be shot and he surely didn't want to be
shot himself. "Please!" The guns were lowered again,
just slightly. The soldiers were unable to shoot for as long
as the human was hiding behind an ape.
The prefect stared at them, then at the human
and Helius, then back again. "Don't just stand there, do
something!" he yelled.
The guards looked at each other, raised their
guns again, and lowered them again before turning to the
prefect. "We can't shoot..." one of them stated, as if he
didn't already know that. But they weren't sure what to do
at this point.
The human stared at them, fear and horror
written all over his face. Pete Burke could have thought
of a thousand moves to make, but the human servant he
was playing didn't have the slightest idea what to do
next... The move wasn't his to make. He glanced around
frantically, looking for an escape other than the one being
guarded by the gorillas with the guns. But he already
knew there was nothing. He was trapped.
"Well, do something... else!" The prefect was
nearing the point of breakdown. Clearly, it was too much
for him to handle: a human, in his home, attacking
another ape. The gorillas looked back and forth at each
other. If they shot, they could hit an ape. If they attacked,
the human could kill the ape. Either way, they were out of
options.
They had reached a standoff. Galen decided to
take things into his own hands. He bent his arm, and
shoved his elbow back into Pete's stomach. It wasn't
enough force to really hurt, but it looked like it did.
Certainly, it was enough force to give Pete the idea.
The human staggered back, his grip on the knife
loosening as he doubled over, clutching his stomach.
Instantly, the gorillas instantly had their guns raised again,

and pointed directly at Pete, but shooting inside the
prefect's house would only be at his command.
"No!" Helius quickly picked up the knife and
grabbed his servant by the back of his shirt. "Don't shoot
him. He is too expensive. He belongs to the High
Council, not mine personally." It was the only lie he could
come up with, but he doubted that any one would
question the logic of it. They were all far too shook up.
Trunt allowed himself to be led by his master's
grip, still gasping and nursing the horrible, excruciating
pain of being elbowed in the stomach. One of the gorillas
stepped closer, gun still aimed at Pete, and growled at
him, gesturing with the rifle for him to move toward the
door. The ape released his shirt, shoving him none-toogently toward the door.
"Is there a place you can lock him up?" he asked
Prefect Volar. The ape was now slouched in a nearby
chair.
"Lock him up?" one of the gorillas cried. "I will
have him executed immediately!"
"You most certainly will not!" Helius replied firmly,
still rubbing his neck. "He is the property of the High
Council and you will answer for any injury he sustains."
Pete continued nursing his imaginary pain, but his
eyes darted back and forth. Immediate execution was not
part of the plan. "But he has attacked an ape!" the gorilla
protested. "That is absolutely..."
"... The High Council's problem to deal with,"
Helius cut him off.
Volar waved at them. "Ooh... shoot the beast
already."
"No!" Helius protested, stepping forward. "If you
shoot him, the High Council will have to train another
servant and I guarantee you there will be personal
consequences that you will suffer once Zaius speaks to
Chief Urko about it!"
The mention of Urko made both gorillas
straighten. Galen relaxed just slightly as he realized he
had their attention. "Now, Urko will be here in a few
days," he reminded them. "Send this disobedient servant
back with him and you will be able to wash your hands of
the whole messy business. Until then..." He turned to the
human and pointed. "Lock him in your jail where he can
cause us no more trouble. It would be a shame if one of
you had to answer to the High Council for any injury he
may attain..."
They looked to each other, then to the prefect.
Volar waved at them. "I don't care what you do with him,
just get him out of my house immediately!"
Pete straightened as the end of a gun hit him
between the shoulderblades, and he was shoved nonetoo-gently through the door. He knew where he was
headed. Pete was careful not to instantly recover, but he
was even more careful not to stumble. He'd probably end
up shot if he did. He walked on his own too feet, just
slightly unsteady, as he was led out into the street and
toward the jail. Out of the corner of his eye, he caught a
glimpse of a light-haired human on the rooftop of the
house across from the prefect's. In an instant, he was
gone, and Pete's attention returned to the task of walking
and being injured.

PLANET OF THE APES ENCYCLOPEDIA: TOMORROW’S TIDE
Breakdown of the storyline and scenes - A-Z reference of all characters and items from the classic 1974 TV
episode
1 TV Show Opening Credits (same for all TV episodes) Astronauts Virdon and Burke are in their space craft as their
ship is thrown into the future. The scene transposes to the future world of Apes with footage of the astronauts on the
run from gorillas with a shot of Galen. Earth time and Ship time match dates at August 19th 1980. The latest date
shown for the earth time clock is June 14th 3085. Credits read: Roddy McDowall, Ron Harper, James Naughton
2 Galen, Virdon and Burke are running briskly along the ocean. They stop to have an argument about keeping close
to the water so they will lose their foot tracks in the wet sand. Galen states that apes are not so fond of water like the
humans are. Burke asks if they might be near Pismo Beach or Malibu. He then spots a raft out at sea with the man
Gahto tied to it. Virdon and Burke quickly remove their shirts and swim out to sea to help the old man. Gahto is tied
to a wooden raft. Virdon and Burke pull the raft to shore but a huge shark swims right around them. Galen is
worried on the beach as he watches the shark approach them. Galen gives Virdon his knife to cut Gahto free from
the raft. Gahto is still breathing. Somebody had put him on the outward tide deliberately. Gahto regains
consciousness and Virdon and Burke carry him to a cave just off the beach. Galen gathers their things and brings it
along. Virdon and Burke question Gahto about who he is and where he came from. The man states that he is dead
because the gods have willed it . He tells them his real name was Gahto. They notice he has some type of ID band
bracelet around his arm put there permanently for life. Galen recognizes it as a Band of an Enforced Labour Camp.
Galen says he will be killed if he is found wandering away from a permitted area where these humans must stay near
the Labour Center. This is a method used to keep the humans from straying. Gahto continues to state that he is
dead and Galen says if he wants to be dead than he should be allowed to die. He says some humans would be
better off dead than face their current situations. Virdon tells Galen to watch over Gahto in the cave while Virdon and
Burke scout the area. Galen can’t get a reaction from Gahto so he yells his name but still no response.
3 Down the beach a bunch of humans in shorts with pitchforks are hunting for fish and filling a bucket. Gorilla guards
watch over the humans and also warn humans of sharks. A shark approaches one middle aged fisherman who is
further out in the sea. The gorilla soldier fires his gun repeatedly at the shark but misses. Virdon and Burke watch
from the top of a cliff. Burke jokes that if this is Paradise Cove then they’ve sure made a lot of changes. They notice
the human fishermen wearing the same bracelets as Gahto. A gorilla soldier catches Burke and Virdon and takes
them off to the Labour Center.
4 The gorilla soldier takes Virdon and Burke through the village. Many female humans stand around in the center
and then follow them. The guard leaves them to wait in the middle of the village. Virdon and Burke ask the humans
if they know Gahto but all the humans turn away and pretend to ignore them. Romar and Soma, relatives of Gahto
listen but pretend to ignore.
5 The gorilla soldier tells Hurton, the main prefect ape of the village, about finding these two stray humans who are
probably out to steal fish. The soldier brings Virdon and Burke in to be questioned by Hurton who then accuses them
of stealing fish. Hurton says if they are no good for fishing than take them out and kill them. Burke jumps in angrily
and says that they are two of the best fishermen in this part of the world. Virdon says they are not wearing bracelets
because they were farmers just released from a big farm inland. Burke says they have been practising cause all they
ever wanted to do was fish. They lost their release papers while fishing. The prefect says they will test them by
having them swim under fire with a sheet of flames within the water. Hurton says that having these two humans at
their prime will please Bandor as it will help meet their quotas. Hurton orders the guard to not feed Virdon and Burke
before their test with the fire tomorrow.
6 Back at the cave near the beach Galen brings some food to Gahto. Gahto says he has failed the gods and that he
is dead. Galen is frustrated with Gahto and tells him to shut up. Galen goes out to look for Virdon and Burke.
7 One of the best human fisherman goes swimming under flames of fire. He makes it and the other humans cheer.
Virdon is given a spear. A gorilla soldier shoots at him which gives him the signal to go out in the water. Virdon
takes a deep breath and plunges himself under the flames and makes it to the other end. The humans cheer on and
Hurton looks pleased.
8 A gorilla soldier on horse back finds an empty raft along the beach which once had Gahto tied to it.
9 It is now Burke’s turn to swim under the flames in the water. As he succeeds by swimming under the flames and
coming up out of the water at the other side the humans on the shore cheer on. Both Virdon and Burke achieved
catching a fish each on their spears. They are taken back to Hurton who then tells another ape that Bandor will want
to raise the quota. Hurton thinks that Bandor will try to make him squirm. Bandor had wanted his own nephew to
take over the village instead but now Hurton is feeling confident about facing Bandor tomorrow.
10 Romar, one of the male humans comes back and speaks to his wife, Soma the daughter of Gahto. Soma
questions him on whether Virdon and Burke had said anything further about Gahto. Galen overhears this
conversation and notices that Virdon and Burke are there.
11 Hurton says that Virdon and Burke can stay in the hut of the oldest guarded fisherman. Galen runs in angrily and
tells Virdon and Burke not to run off again and to come with him. Galen and Hurton, the prefect go inside to talk.
Galen calls himself Zooma and says that he is on an expedition from Central City and his two humans got away.

Zooma says he will take the two humans and be on his way. Hurton thinks this is all very irregular and says that they
cannot leave. Hurton states that only the gods of the sea can determine their fate. Zooma questions about these
gods that Hurton says the gods are the sharks.
12 Three sharks are seen swimming in the ocean. Gorillas lead the humans down to the beach. Galen says he
does not want the humans fed to the sharks but Hurton says it must go on. Zooma goes to talk to them and sneaks
his knife to Virdon. Virdon and Burke are ordered into the water. Hurton, Zooma, the gorilla guards and two dozen
humans watch Virdon and Burke swim out to sea. A shark approaches. Burke and Virdon swim low and wait for the
shark to come. They wrestle it and use the knife to wound it and then they climb on its back. Virdon and Burke
resurface riding on the back of the shark. All of those watching on the shore notice Virdon and Burke’s survival and
the humans cheer. The human fishermen all run out to see the dead shark. Zooma states to Hurton that he can
now take Virdon and Burke and leave. Hurton is not sure about that. A gorilla soldier races up to the prefect to tell
him about finding an empty raft that was Gahto’s. Hurton says this is sacrilege and whoever did this must be
punished. Gahto’s daughter Soma overhears and says to Romar that she knew her father was alive. Hurton says if
the old man Gahto lives then someone must die.
13 Galen rushes back to the cave where he left Gahto near dead. However Gahto is now aimlessly wandering on
the beach out to the ocean. Galen screams out for Gahto and finds him and drags him back to the cave. Galen is
quite frustrated with him.
14 Back in the village fishermen with spears wander by as Burke and Virdon are kept inside a hut. Galen comes in
and they all have a chat on what they should do to escape and how to deal with Bandor who is arriving tomorrow.
Bandor is in charge of many of the producing areas and he presides over the banding of the fisherman ceremony.
Virdon questions Galen whether he has ties with Hurton and might be able to set them free. Galen says he is more
concerned that Hurton’s patrols do not find Gahto in the cave or Virdon and Burke will be killed immediately. A gorilla
soldier comes in and orders Virdon and Burke to go out fishing.
15 Back at the ocean Virdon and Burke are out fishing with the other humans. Gorilla soldiers fire guns at sharks.
They drop their latest catch into a basket of fish. Virdon notices rope but the gorilla soldier orders them back to work.
16 Hurton complains to Zooma about how Bandor raises the quota every year. Zooma says that the humans are
liars and that they will try to escape. Hurton says that Bandor will decide the fate of Virdon and Burke.
17 Back in the hut Galen tells Virdon and Burke what Hurton has said. Gahto’s daughter Soma comes in. She says
her husband Romar is afraid they will both die. Virdon tells her that they have hid Gahto in a cave. Galen takes her
for a walk out of the village towards the cave.
18 Romar, the husband of Soma, sneaks out of his hut and goes to Virdon and Burke’s hut looking for his wife
Soma. Virdon says she is ok and that she has gone to see her father. Romar is screaming and he leaves in rage.
He is shot in the arm by a gorilla soldier. Virdon and Burke come out of their hut to give aid to Romar’s arm. Romar
says he will fail the test tomorrow and be put to death because he will not be able to swim now with his injured arm.
19 Bandor, the orang-utan arrives. Hurton says he has a special surprise for Bandor.
20 Virdon and Burke are fishing and two ape Drayman in charge of the fish wagon complain that the ropes are
missing. Humans continue to fish.
21 Bandor and Hurton have a meeting in Hurton’s hut. Hurton calls for the two humans to be brought. Hurton
explains that this chimpanzee named Zooma had lost his two slaves but he does not have papers on them. Zooma
took a female slave instead. Bandor says he will band these two humans himself tomorrow.
22 Late at night Virdon and Burke are cooking fish in their hut and working on the rope they stole to make a net.
23 A new day and Bandor personally is putting bands on his new fishermen in front of everyone in the village. They
melt the bracelets sealed on the humans arms. Bandor says he must raise the quota again. Bandor and Hurton
notice the two humans Virdon and Burke are missing. Galen brings Soma and Gahto towards the beach.
24 Burke rings a huge gong drum which draws Hurton, Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where they
find Virdon and Burke working out at sea. Galen sends Gahto out to pretend he is in charge of the fishnet. Virdon
and Burke explain to Bandor that they can now catch more fish with one net than the humans can collect in an entire
month. This way the elderly humans do not need to fish anymore and can live in peace. Hurton tells Bandor it was
part of his surprise plan all along. Zooma (Galen), explains that Hurton saved Gahto so that he could teach the
other humans on how to make these nets. Zooma asks Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the other
end on the fishing raft while Virdon and Burke push it out to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering what
they are up to. Burke tells Galen to grab a paddle to help them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its too
late as the raft makes it way around the rocks and disappears.
25 Later back on shore Virdon, Burke and Galen light-heartedly play on the beach running and laughing.
26 TV Show Closing Credits - text appearing overtop image of gorilla on horseback holding gun in background
A-Z

ALL REFERENCES IN "TOMORROW’S TIDE"

1988 AUGUST 19 - Earth time and Ship time when their ship begins flying into the future as seen in the opening
credits
3085 JUNE 14 - Date that clock stopped at in ship in opening credits
1974 - Copyright year for the TV episode "Tomorrow’s Tide"

A DEAD MAN - Chapter 3 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
AMPTP - used for creation of episode “Tomorrow’s Tide” logo given in final credits
A NEW WAY - Chapter 14 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
ARMBAND - Hurton is the prefect of a village where gorillas guard over an Enforced Labour Camp of humans that
will fish their entire lives but be put to death when they no longer can do their duties. Each human has an ID bracelet
band put permanently on their wrists. Bandor is the orang-utan who overlooks the Camp and Hurton. Galen
understand the bracelets and the power of Bandor. Galen tries to release Virdon and Burke from the camp. Bandor
personally comes to the village and puts the bands on the new humans that join the camp. Hurton and Bandor plan
to put bracelets on Virdon and Burke.
AUGUST 19 1988 - Earth time and Ship time when their ship begins flying into the future as seen in the opening
credits
BACON, ARCH - Art Director for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
BANDING CEREMONY, THE - Chapter 13 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
BANDING OF THE FISHERMEN CEREMONY - Bandor makes a special trip to Hurton’s Enslavement Village to
preside over the banding of the fisherman ceremony. At this ceremony humans will have a special ID armband put
on their arm for life. Bandor does band one human but then notices Virdon and Burke are gone and the ceremony
ends abruptly. This ceremony is probably held once a year.
BANDOR - Orang-utan with high power. He is boss over Hurton. He uses ruthlessness to keep control over others.
He sets the rules which Hurton must rule the Village by. After Hurton has Virdon and Burke kept in the Village he
says that having these two humans at their prime will please Bandor as it will help meet their quotas. The next day
Hurton tells another ape that Bandor will want to raise the quota. Hurton thinks that Bandor will try to make him
squirm. Bandor had wanted his own nephew to take over the village instead but now Hurton is feeling confident
about facing Bandor tomorrow. Galen comes in to Virdon and Burke’s hut and they all have a chat on what they
should do to escape and how to deal with Bandor who is arriving tomorrow. Bandor is in charge of many of the
producing areas and he presides over the banding of the fisherman ceremony. Later Hurton complains to Zooma
about how Bandor raises the quota every year. Zooma says that the humans are liars and that they will try to
escape. Hurton says that Bandor will decide the fate of Virdon and Burke. Back in the hut Galen tells Virdon and
Burke what Hurton has said. The next day Bandor arrives. Hurton says he has a special surprise for Bandor.
Bandor and Hurton have a meeting in Hurton’s hut. Hurton calls for the two humans to be brought. Hurton explains
that this chimpanzee named Zooma had lost his two slaves but he does not have papers on them. Zooma took a
female slave instead. Bandor says he will band these two humans himself tomorrow. A new day and Bandor
personally is putting bands on his new fishermen in front of everyone in the village. They melt the bracelets sealed
on the humans arms. Bandor says he must raise the quota again. Bandor and Hurton notice the two humans Virdon
and Burke are missing. Galen brings Soma and Gahto towards the beach. Burke rings a huge gong drum which
draws Hurton, Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where they find Virdon and Burke working out at sea.
Galen sends Gahto out to pretend he is in charge of the fishnet. Virdon and Burke explain to Bandor that they can
now catch more fish with one net than the humans can collect in an entire month. This way the elderly humans do
not need to fish anymore and can live in peace. Hurton tells Bandor it was part of his surprise plan all along. Zooma
(Galen), explains that Hurton saved Gahto so that he could teach the other humans on how to make these nets.
Zooma asks Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the other end on the fishing raft while Virdon and Burke
push it out to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering what they are up to. Burke tells Galen to grab a
paddle to help them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its too late as the raft makes it way around the
rocks and disappears.
BANDOR - Chapter 12 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
BANDS - Hurton is the prefect of a village where gorillas guard over an Enforced Labour Camp of humans that will
fish their entire lives but be put to death when they no longer can do their duties. Each human has an ID bracelet
band put permanently on their wrists. Bandor is the orang-utan who overlooks the Camp and Hurton. Galen
understand the bracelets and the power of Bandor. Galen tries to release Virdon and Burke from the camp. Bandor
personally comes to the village and puts the bands on the new humans that join the camp. Hurton and Bandor plan
to put bracelets on Virdon and Burke.
BOULLE, PIERRE - original creator of POTA, “Tomorrow’s Tide” based upon characters created
BRACELETS - Hurton is the prefect of a village where gorillas guard over an Enforced Labour Camp of humans that
will fish their entire lives but be put to death when they no longer can do their duties. Each human has an ID bracelet
band put permanently on their wrists. Bandor is the orang-utan who overlooks the Camp and Hurton. Galen
understand the bracelets and the power of Bandor. Galen tries to release Virdon and Burke from the camp. Bandor
personally comes to the village and puts the bands on the new humans that join the camp. Hurton and Bandor plan
to put bracelets on Virdon and Burke.
BRACKEN, KATHLEEN - Actress, plays the role of SOMA in “Tomorrow’s Tide”
BROWNE, ROSCOE LEE - Actor, plays the role of HURTON in “Tomorrow’s Tide”
BURKE, Pete - young astronaut, brown hair, white male one of 2 human astronauts. He travels with astronaut
Virdon and renegade chimp Galen. Galen, Virdon and Burke are running briskly along the ocean. They stop to
have an argument about keeping close to the water so they will lose their foot tracks in the wet sand. Galen states

that apes are not so fond of water like the humans are. Burke asks if they might be near Pismo Beach or Malibu. He
then spots a raft out at sea with the man Gahto tied to it. Virdon and Burke quickly remove their shirts and swim out
to sea to help the old man. Gahto is tied to a wooden raft. Virdon and Burke pull the raft to shore but a huge shark
swims right around them. Galen is worried on the beach as he watches the shark approach them. Galen gives
Virdon his knife to cut Gahto free from the raft. Gahto is still breathing. Somebody had put him on the outward tide
deliberately. Gahto regains consciousness and Virdon and Burke carry him to a cave just off the beach. Galen
gathers their things and brings it along. Virdon and Burke question Gahto about who he is and where he came from.
The man states that he is dead because the gods have willed it . He tells them his real name was Gahto. They
notice he has some type of ID band bracelet around his arm put there permanently for life. Galen recognizes it as a
Band of an Enforced Labour Camp. Galen says he will be killed if he is found wandering away from a permitted area
where these humans must stay near the Labour Center. This is a method used to keep the humans from straying.
Gahto continues to state that he is dead and Galen says if he wants to be dead than he should be allowed to die. He
says some humans would be better off dead than face their current situations. Virdon tells Galen to watch over
Gahto in the cave while Virdon and Burke scout the area. Down the beach a bunch of humans in shorts with
pitchforks are hunting for fish and filling a bucket. Gorilla guards watch over the humans and also warn humans of
sharks. A shark approaches one middle aged fisherman who is further out in the sea. The gorilla soldier fires his
gun repeatedly at the shark but misses. Virdon and Burke watch from the top of a cliff. Burke jokes that if this is
Paradise Cove then they’ve sure made a lot of changes. They notice the human fishermen wearing the same
bracelets as Gahto. A gorilla soldier catches Burke and Virdon and takes them off to the Labour Center. The gorilla
soldier takes Virdon and Burke through the village. Many female humans stand around in the center and then follow
them. The guard leaves them to wait in the middle of the village. Virdon and Burke ask the humans if they know
Gahto but all the humans turn away and pretend to ignore them. The gorilla soldier tells Hurton, the main prefect ape
of the village, about finding these two stray humans who are probably out to steal fish. The soldier brings Virdon and
Burke in to be questioned by Hurton who then accuses them of stealing fish. Hurton says if they are no good for
fishing than take them out and kill them. Burke jumps in angrily and says that they are two of the best fishermen in
this part of the world. Virdon says they are not wearing bracelets because they were farmers just released from a big
farm inland. Burke says they have been practising cause all they ever wanted to do was fish. They lost their release
papers while fishing. The prefect says they will test them by having them swim under fire with a sheet of flames
within the water. Hurton says that having these two humans at their prime will please Bandor as it will help meet
their quotas. Hurton orders the guard to not feed Virdon and Burke before their test with the fire tomorrow. One of
the best human fisherman goes swimming under flames of fire. He makes it and the other humans cheer. Virdon is
given a spear. A gorilla soldier shoots at him which gives him the signal to go out in the water. Virdon takes a deep
breath and plunges himself under the flames and makes it to the other end. The humans cheer on and Hurton looks
pleased. It is now Burke’s turn to swim under the flames in the water. As he succeeds by swimming under the
flames and coming up out of the water at the other side the humans on the shore cheer on. Both Virdon and Burke
achieved catching a fish each on their spears. They are taken back to Hurton who then tells another ape that Bandor
will want to raise the quota. Hurton thinks that Bandor will try to make him squirm. Bandor had wanted his own
nephew to take over the village instead but now Hurton is feeling confident about facing Bandor tomorrow. Hurton
says that Virdon and Burke can stay in the hut of the oldest guarded fisherman. Galen runs in angrily and tells
Virdon and Burke not to run off again and to come with him. Galen and the prefect go inside to talk. Galen’s calls
himself Zooma and says that he is on an expedition from Central City and his two humans got away. Zooma says he
will take the two humans and be on his way. Hurton thinks this is all very irregular and says that they cannot leave.
Hurton states that only the gods of the sea can determine their fate. Zooma questions about these gods that Hurton
says the gods are the sharks. Three sharks are seen swimming in the ocean. Gorillas lead the humans down to the
beach. Galen says he does not want the humans fed to the sharks but Hurton says it must go on. Zooma goes to
talk to them and sneaks his knife to Virdon. Virdon and Burke are ordered into the water. Hurton, Zooma, the gorilla
guards and two dozen humans watch Virdon and Burke swim out to sea. A shark approaches. Burke and Virdon
swim low and wait for the shark to come. They wrestle it and use the knife to wound it and then they climb on its
back. Virdon and Burke resurface riding on the back of the shark. All of those watching on the shore notice Virdon
and Burke’s survival and the humans cheer. The human fishermen all run out to see the dead shark. Zooma states
to Hurton that he can now take Virdon and Burke and leave. Hurton is not sure about that. A gorilla soldier races up
to the prefect to tell him about finding an empty raft that was Gahto’s. Hurton says this is sacrilege and whoever did
this must be punished. Gahto’s daughter Soma overhears and says to Romar that she knew her father was alive.
Hurton says if the old man Gahto lives then someone must die. Back in the village fishermen with spears wander by
as Burke and Virdon are kept inside a hut. Galen comes in and they all have a chat on what they should do to
escape and how to deal with Bandor who is arriving tomorrow. Bandor is in charge of many of the producing areas
and he presides over the banding of the fisherman ceremony. Virdon questions Galen whether he has ties with
Hurton and might be able to set them free. Galen says he is more concerned that Hurton’s patrols do not find Gahto
in the cave or Virdon and Burke will be killed immediately. A gorilla soldier comes in and orders Virdon and Burke to
go out fishing. Back at the ocean Virdon and Burke are out fishing with the other humans. Gorilla soldiers fire guns
at sharks. They drop their latest catch into a basket of fish. Virdon notices rope but the gorilla soldier orders them
back to work. Back in the hut Galen tells Virdon and Burke what Hurton has said. Gahto’s daughter Soma comes in.
She says her husband Romar is afraid they will both die. Virdon tells her that they have hid Gahto in a cave. Galen

takes her for a walk out of the village towards the cave. Romar, the husband of Soma, sneaks out of his hut and
goes to Virdon and Burke’s hut looking for his wife Soma. Virdon says she is ok and that she has gone to see her
father. Romar is screaming and he leaves in rage. He is shot in the arm by a gorilla soldier. Virdon and Burke come
out of their hut to give aid to Romar’s arm. Romar says he will fail the test tomorrow and be put to death because he
will not be able to swim now with his injured arm. Virdon and Burke are fishing and two ape Drayman in charge of
the fish wagon complain that the ropes are missing. Humans continue to fish. Late at night Virdon and Burke are
cooking fish in their hut and working on the rope they stole to make a net. The next day Burke rings a huge gong
drum which draws Hurton, Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where they find Virdon and Burke working
out at sea. Galen sends Gahto out to pretend he is in charge of the fishnet. Virdon and Burke explain to Bandor that
they can now catch more fish with one net than the humans can collect in an entire month. This way the elderly
humans do not need to fish anymore and can live in peace. Hurton tells Bandor it was part of his surprise plan all
along. Zooma (Galen), explains that Hurton saved Gahto so that he could teach the other humans on how to make
these nets. Zooma asks Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the other end on the fishing raft while
Virdon and Burke push it out to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering what they are up to. Burke tells
Galen to grab a paddle to help them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its too late as the raft makes it way
around the rocks and disappears. Later back on shore Virdon, Burke and Galen light-heartedly play on the beach
running and laughing.
CENTRAL CITY - Galen pretends to be the owner of Virdon and Burke when he speaks to Hurton, the leader of the
Enslavement Village. Galen calls himself Zooma and says that he is on an expedition from Central City and his two
humans got away. Zooma says he will take the two humans and be on his way.
DELUXE - Color for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
DIMSDALE, HOWARD - Executive Story Consultant for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
DRAYMAN - Chimpanzee ape who works for Hurton. Driver of a low flat-bed wagon which carried the fish at the
beach. He and the other Drayman noticed the rope was missing.
DRAYMAN #2 - Chimpanzee ape who works for Hurton. Driver of a low flat-bed wagon which carried the fish at the
beach. He and the other Drayman noticed the rope was missing.
ELLIS, LARRY - Actor, played the role of DRAYMAN #2 in “Tomorrow’s Tide”
END TITLES - Chapter 16 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
EVANS, MARK - Production Supervisor for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
FINNERMAN, GERALD PERRY A.S.C. - Director of Photography for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
FIRE TEST, THE - Chapter 6 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
FISHING NET - Virdon and Burke steal rope from the Drayman watching over the fish wagon. Back at their hut they
work on building a fishing net so they can show the humans how to catch much more fish. This they use also as a
trick to escape. Galen tells Gahto to pretend it was his idea and to show the other humans how to use the net.
FISHING VILLAGE, THE - Chapter 5 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
GAHTO - Elderly white speaking human being. Slave to the Fishing Enforced Labour Camp. Father of Soma and
father-in-law to Romar. Sentenced to death because he could not fish underwater and swim under the fire. Galen,
Virdon and Burke are running briskly along the ocean. They stop to have an argument about keeping close to the
water so they will lose their foot tracks in the wet sand. Galen states that apes are not so fond of water like the
humans are. Burke asks if they might be near Pismo Beach or Malibu. He then spots a raft out at sea with the man
Gahto tied to it. Virdon and Burke quickly remove their shirts and swim out to sea to help the old man. Gahto is tied
to a wooden raft. Virdon and Burke pull the raft to shore but a huge shark swims right around them. Galen is
worried on the beach as he watches the shark approach them. Galen gives Virdon his knife to cut Gahto free from
the raft. Gahto is still breathing. Somebody had put him on the outward tide deliberately. Gahto regains
consciousness and Virdon and Burke carry him to a cave just off the beach. Galen gathers their things and brings it
along. Virdon and Burke question Gahto about who he is and where he came from. The man states that he is dead
because the gods have willed it . He tells them his real name was Gahto. They notice he has some type of ID band
bracelet around his arm put there permanently for life. Galen recognizes it as a Band of an Enforced Labour Camp.
Galen says he will be killed if he is found wandering away from a permitted area where these humans must stay near
the Labour Center. This is a method used to keep the humans from straying. Gahto continues to state that he is
dead and Galen says if he wants to be dead than he should be allowed to die. He says some humans would be
better off dead than face their current situations. Virdon tells Galen to watch over Gahto in the cave while Virdon and
Burke scout the area. Galen can’t get a reaction from Gahto so he yells his name but still no response. Down the
beach a bunch of humans in shorts with pitchforks are hunting for fish and filling a bucket. Gorilla guards watch over
the humans and also warn humans of sharks. A shark approaches one middle aged fisherman who is further out in
the sea. The gorilla soldier fires his gun repeatedly at the shark but misses. Virdon and Burke watch from the top of
a cliff. Burke jokes that if this is Paradise Cove then they’ve sure made a lot of changes. They notice the human
fishermen wearing the same bracelets as Gahto. A gorilla soldier catches Burke and Virdon and takes them off to
the Labour Center. The gorilla soldier takes Virdon and Burke through the village. Many female humans stand
around in the center and then follow them. The guard leaves them to wait in the middle of the village. Virdon and
Burke ask the humans if they know Gahto but all the humans turn away and pretend to ignore them. Back at the
cave near the beach Galen brings some food to Gahto. Gahto says he has failed the gods and that he is dead.

Galen is frustrated with Gahto and tells him to shut up. Galen goes out to look for Virdon and Burke. A gorilla soldier
on horse back finds an empty raft along the beach which once had Gahto tied to it. Romar, one of the male humans
comes back and speaks to his wife, Soma the daughter of Gahto. Soma questions him on whether Virdon and
Burke had said anything further about Gahto. Galen overhears this conversation and notices that Virdon and Burke
are there. Later on the beach a gorilla soldier races up to the Hurton, the prefect to tell him about finding an empty
raft that was Gahto’s. Hurton says this is sacrilege and whoever did this must be punished. Gahto’s daughter Soma
overhears and says to Romar that she knew her father was alive. Hurton says if the old man Gahto lives then
someone must die. Galen rushes back to the cave where he left Gahto near dead. However Gahto is now aimlessly
wandering on the beach out to the ocean. Galen screams out for Gahto and finds him and drags him back to the
cave. Galen is quite frustrated with him. Later at the village hut Galen says he is more concerned that Hurton’s
patrols do not find Gahto in the cave or Virdon and Burke will be killed immediately. Later in the hut Gahto’s
daughter Soma comes in. She says her husband Romar is afraid they will both die. Virdon tells her that they have
hid Gahto in a cave. Galen takes her for a walk out of the village towards the cave. The next day Galen brings
Soma and Gahto towards the beach. Burke rings a huge gong drum which draws Hurton, Bandor and all the gorilla
soldiers to the beach where they find Virdon and Burke working out at sea. Galen sends Gahto out to pretend he is
in charge of the fishnet. Virdon and Burke explain to Bandor that they can now catch more fish with one net than the
humans can collect in an entire month. This way the elderly humans do not need to fish anymore and can live in
peace. Hurton tells Bandor it was part of his surprise plan all along. Zooma (Galen), explains that Hurton saved
Gahto so that he could teach the other humans on how to make these nets. Zooma asks Bandor to hold the rope
tight while Zooma holds the other end on the fishing raft while Virdon and Burke push it out to sea. On the beach
everyone watches wondering what they are up to. Burke tells Galen to grab a paddle to help them escape. Barton
tells the gorillas to shoot but its too late as the raft makes it way around the rocks and disappears.
GAHTO’S DAUGHTER - Chapter 10 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
GALEN - Young adult male chimpanzee. Considered a renegade by other apes. He travels along with the human
astronauts Virdon and Burke. He is wanted by Zaius and Urko. Galen, Virdon and Burke are running briskly along
the ocean. They stop to have an argument about keeping close to the water so they will lose their foot tracks in the
wet sand. Galen states that apes are not so fond of water like the humans are. Burke asks if they might be near
Pismo Beach or Malibu. He then spots a raft out at sea with the man Gahto tied to it. Virdon and Burke quickly
remove their shirts and swim out to sea to help the old man. Gahto is tied to a wooden raft. Virdon and Burke pull
the raft to shore but a huge shark swims right around them. Galen is worried on the beach as he watches the shark
approach them. Galen gives Virdon his knife to cut Gahto free from the raft. Gahto is still breathing. Somebody had
put him on the outward tide deliberately. Gahto regains consciousness and Virdon and Burke carry him to a cave
just off the beach. Galen gathers their things and brings it along. Virdon and Burke question Gahto about who he is
and where he came from. The man states that he is dead because the gods have willed it . He tells them his real
name was Gahto. They notice he has some type of ID band bracelet around his arm put there permanently for life.
Galen recognizes it as a Band of an Enforced Labour Camp. Galen says he will be killed if he is found wandering
away from a permitted area where these humans must stay near the Labour Center. This is a method used to keep
the humans from straying. Gahto continues to state that he is dead and Galen says if he wants to be dead than he
should be allowed to die. He says some humans would be better off dead than face their current situations. Virdon
tells Galen to watch over Gahto in the cave while Virdon and Burke scout the area. Galen can’t get a reaction from
Gahto so he yells his name but still no response. Later on back at the cave near the beach Galen brings some food
to Gahto. Gahto says he has failed the gods and that he is dead. Galen is frustrated with Gahto and tells him to shut
up. Galen goes out to look for Virdon and Burke. Later Galen makes his way to the Village and overhears Romar,
one of the male humans speaking to his wife, Soma the daughter of Gahto. Soma questions him on whether Virdon
and Burke had said anything further about Gahto. Galen overhears this conversation and notices that Virdon and
Burke are there. Hurton says that Virdon and Burke can stay in the hut of the oldest guarded fisherman. Galen runs
in angrily and tells Virdon and Burke not to run off again and to come with him. Galen and the prefect go inside to
talk. Galen calls himself Zooma and says that he is on an expedition from Central City and his two humans got
away. Zooma says he will take the two humans and be on his way. Hurton thinks this is all very irregular and says
that they cannot leave. Hurton states that only the gods of the sea can determine their fate. Zooma questions about
these gods that Hurton says the gods are the sharks. Three sharks are seen swimming in the ocean. Gorillas lead
the humans down to the beach. Galen says he does not want the humans fed to the sharks but Hurton says it must
go on. Zooma goes to talk to them and sneaks his knife to Virdon. Virdon and Burke are ordered into the water.
Hurton, Zooma, the gorilla guards and two dozen humans watch Virdon and Burke swim out to sea. A shark
approaches. Burke and Virdon swim low and wait for the shark to come. They wrestle it and use the knife to wound
it and then they climb on its back. Virdon and Burke resurface riding on the back of the shark. All of those watching
on the shore notice Virdon and Burke’s survival and the humans cheer. The human fishermen all run out to see the
dead shark. Zooma states to Hurton that he can now take Virdon and Burke and leave. Hurton is not sure about
that. A gorilla soldier races up to the prefect to tell him about finding an empty raft that was Gahto’s. Hurton says
this is sacrilege and whoever did this must be punished. Gahto’s daughter Soma overhears and says to Romar that
she knew her father was alive. Hurton says if the old man Gahto lives then someone must die. Galen rushes back
to the cave where he left Gahto near dead. However Gahto is now aimlessly wandering on the beach out to the
ocean. Galen screams out for Gahto and finds him and drags him back to the cave. Galen is quite frustrated with

him. Later back in the village Hurton complains to Zooma about how Bandor raises the quota every year. Zooma
says that the humans are liars and that they will try to escape. Hurton says that Bandor will decide the fate of Virdon
and Burke. Back in the hut Galen tells Virdon and Burke what Hurton has said. Gahto’s daughter Soma comes in.
She says her husband Romar is afraid they will both die. Virdon tells her that they have hid Gahto in a cave. Galen
takes her for a walk out of the village towards the cave. The next day Galen brings Soma and Gahto towards the
beach. Burke rings a huge gong drum which draws Hurton, Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where
they find Virdon and Burke working out at sea. Galen sends Gahto out to pretend he is in charge of the fishnet.
Virdon and Burke explain to Bandor that they can now catch more fish with one net than the humans can collect in an
entire month. This way the elderly humans do not need to fish anymore and can live in peace. Hurton tells Bandor it
was part of his surprise plan all along. Zooma (Galen), explains that Hurton saved Gahto so that he could teach the
other humans on how to make these nets. Zooma asks Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the other
end on the fishing raft while Virdon and Burke push it out to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering what
they are up to. Burke tells Galen to grab a paddle to help them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its too
late as the raft makes it way around the rocks and disappears. Later back on shore Virdon, Burke and Galen lightheartedly play on the beach running and laughing.
GALEN’S SERVANTS - Chapter 7 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
GLASSMAN, RICHARD - Unit Production Manager for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
GODS - Hurton, the gorilla soldiers and all the humans of the Enslavement Camp truly believe in the Gods making
decisions about life and death. As they believe the sharks are the gods who make a decision on whether or not the
humans survive their wrath.
GOD’S OF THE SEA, THE - Chapter 8 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
GORILLA SOLDIERS - On the beach a bunch of humans in hunting for fish and filling a bucket. Gorilla guards
watch over the humans and also warn humans of sharks. A shark approaches one middle aged fisherman who is
further out in the sea. The gorilla soldier fires his gun repeatedly at the shark but misses. Virdon and Burke watch
from the top of a cliff. Burke jokes that if this is Paradise Cove then they’ve sure made a lot of changes. They notice
the human fishermen wearing the same bracelets as Gahto. A gorilla soldier catches Burke and Virdon and takes
them off to the Labour Center. The gorilla soldier takes Virdon and Burke through the village. Many female humans
stand around in the center and then follow them. The guard leaves them to wait in the middle of the village. The
gorilla soldier tells Hurton, the main prefect ape of the village, about finding these two stray humans who are probably
out to steal fish. The soldier brings Virdon and Burke in to be questioned by Hurton who then accuses them of
stealing fish. Hurton says if they are no good for fishing than take them out and kill them. Burke jumps in angrily and
says that they are two of the best fishermen in this part of the world. Virdon says they are not wearing bracelets
because they were farmers just released from a big farm inland. Burke says they have been practising cause all they
ever wanted to do was fish. They lost their release papers while fishing. The prefect says they will test them by
having them swim under fire with a sheet of flames within the water. Hurton says that having these two humans at
their prime will please Bandor as it will help meet their quotas. Hurton orders the guard to not feed Virdon and Burke
before their test with the fire tomorrow. The next day one of the best human fisherman goes swimming under flames
of fire. He makes it and the other humans cheer. Virdon is given a spear. A gorilla soldier shoots at him which gives
him the signal to go out in the water. Virdon takes a deep breath and plunges himself under the flames and makes it
to the other end. The humans cheer on and Hurton looks pleased. A gorilla soldier on horse back finds an empty
raft along the beach which once had Gahto tied to it. Later gorillas lead the humans down to the beach. Galen says
he does not want the humans fed to the sharks but Hurton says it must go on. Zooma goes to talk to them and
sneaks his knife to Virdon. Virdon and Burke are ordered into the water. Hurton, Zooma, the gorilla guards and two
dozen humans watch Virdon and Burke swim out to sea. A shark approaches. Burke and Virdon swim low and wait
for the shark to come. They wrestle it and use the knife to wound it and then they climb on its back. Virdon and
Burke resurface riding on the back of the shark. All of those watching on the shore notice Virdon and Burke’s
survival and the humans cheer. The human fishermen all run out to see the dead shark. Zooma states to Hurton
that he can now take Virdon and Burke and leave. Hurton is not sure about that. A gorilla soldier races up to the
prefect to tell him about finding an empty raft that was Gahto’s. Hurton says this is sacrilege and whoever did this
must be punished. Later a gorilla soldier comes into Virdon and Burke’s hut and orders them to go out fishing.
Back at the ocean Virdon and Burke are out fishing with the other humans. Gorilla soldiers fire guns at sharks. They
drop their latest catch into a basket of fish. Virdon notices rope but the gorilla soldier orders them back to work.
That night Romar sneaks out of his hut and goes to Virdon and Burke’s hut looking for his wife Soma. Virdon says
she is ok and that she has gone to see her father. Romar is screaming and he leaves in rage. He is shot in the arm
by a gorilla soldier. Bandor and Hurton have a meeting in Hurton’s hut. Hurton calls for the two humans to be
brought. Hurton explains that this chimpanzee named Zooma had lost his two slaves but he does not have papers
on them. Zooma took a female slave instead. Bandor says he will band these two humans himself tomorrow. The
next day Burke rings a huge gong drum which draws Hurton, Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where
they find Virdon and Burke working out at sea. Zooma asks Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the
other end on the fishing raft while Virdon and Burke push it out to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering
what they are up to. Burke tells Galen to grab a paddle to help them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its
too late as the raft makes it way around the rocks and disappears.

GREATEST CATCH OF ALL, THE - Chapter 15 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
HARPER, RON - Actor, plays the role of ALAN VIRDON in “Tomorrow’s Tide”
HIRSCHMAN, HERBERT - Executive Producer for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
HOUGH, STAN - Producer for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
HUBERT, AXEL A.C.E. - Film Editor for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
HURTON - Main Prefect Ape ruling the Enforced Labour Camp Centre Village. His job is to keep a well run
community of human slave fishermen and their families. He has to answer to Bandor. A gorilla soldier tells Hurton
about finding two stray humans who are probably out to steal fish. The soldier brings Virdon and Burke in to be
questioned by Hurton who then accuses them of stealing fish. Hurton says if they are no good for fishing than take
them out and kill them. Burke jumps in angrily and says that they are two of the best fishermen in this part of the
world. Virdon says they are not wearing bracelets because they were farmers just released from a big farm inland.
Burke says they have been practising cause all they ever wanted to do was fish. They lost their release papers while
fishing. The prefect says they will test them by having them swim under fire with a sheet of flames within the water.
Hurton says that having these two humans at their prime will please Bandor as it will help meet their quotas. Hurton
orders the guard to not feed Virdon and Burke before their test with the fire tomorrow. The next day one of the best
human fisherman goes swimming under flames of fire. He makes it and the other humans cheer. Virdon is given a
spear. A gorilla soldier shoots at him which gives him the signal to go out in the water. Virdon takes a deep breath
and plunges himself under the flames and makes it to the other end. The humans cheer on and Hurton looks
pleased. It is now Burke’s turn to swim under the flames in the water. As he succeeds by swimming under the
flames and coming up out of the water at the other side the humans on the shore cheer on. Both Virdon and Burke
achieved catching a fish each on their spears. They are taken back to Hurton who then tells another ape that Bandor
will want to raise the quota. Hurton thinks that Bandor will try to make him squirm. Bandor had wanted his own
nephew to take over the village instead but now Hurton is feeling confident about facing Bandor tomorrow. Hurton
says that Virdon and Burke can stay in the hut of the oldest guarded fisherman. Galen runs in angrily and tells
Virdon and Burke not to run off again and to come with him. Galen and Hurton, the prefect go inside to talk. Galen
calls himself Zooma and says that he is on an expedition from Central City and his two humans got away. Zooma
says he will take the two humans and be on his way. Hurton thinks this is all very irregular and says that they cannot
leave. Hurton states that only the gods of the sea can determine their fate. Zooma questions about these gods that
Hurton says the gods are the sharks. Later three sharks are seen swimming in the ocean. Gorillas lead the humans
down to the beach. Galen says he does not want the humans fed to the sharks but Hurton says it must go on.
Zooma goes to talk to them and sneaks his knife to Virdon. Virdon and Burke are ordered into the water. Hurton,
Zooma, the gorilla guards and two dozen humans watch Virdon and Burke swim out to sea. A shark approaches.
Burke and Virdon swim low and wait for the shark to come. They wrestle it and use the knife to wound it and then
they climb on its back. Virdon and Burke resurface riding on the back of the shark. All of those watching on the
shore notice Virdon and Burke’s survival and the humans cheer. The human fishermen all run out to see the dead
shark. Zooma states to Hurton that he can now take Virdon and Burke and leave. Hurton is not sure about that. A
gorilla soldier races up to the prefect to tell him about finding an empty raft that was Gahto’s. Hurton says this is
sacrilege and whoever did this must be punished. Gahto’s daughter Soma overhears and says to Romar that she
knew her father was alive. Hurton says if the old man Gahto lives then someone must die. Back in the village Burke
and Virdon are kept inside a hut. Galen comes in and they all have a chat on what they should do to escape and
how to deal with Bandor who is arriving tomorrow. Bandor is in charge of many of the producing areas and he
presides over the banding of the fisherman ceremony. Virdon questions Galen whether he has ties with Hurton and
might be able to set them free. Galen says he is more concerned that Hurton’s patrols do not find Gahto in the cave
or Virdon and Burke will be killed immediately. Later Hurton complains to Zooma about how Bandor raises the quota
every year. Zooma says that the humans are liars and that they will try to escape. Hurton says that Bandor will
decide the fate of Virdon and Burke. Back in the hut Galen tells Virdon and Burke what Hurton has said. The next
day Bandor, the orang-utan arrives. Hurton says he has a special surprise for Bandor. Bandor and Hurton have a
meeting in Hurton’s hut. Hurton calls for the two humans to be brought. Hurton explains that this chimpanzee
named Zooma had lost his two slaves but he does not have papers on them. Zooma took a female slave instead.
Bandor says he will band these two humans himself tomorrow. A new day and Bandor personally is putting bands
on his new fishermen in front of everyone in the village. They melt the bracelets sealed on the humans arms.
Bandor says he must raise the quota again. Bandor and Hurton notice the two humans Virdon and Burke are
missing. Galen brings Soma and Gahto towards the beach. Burke rings a huge gong drum which draws Hurton,
Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where they find Virdon and Burke working out at sea. Galen sends
Gahto out to pretend he is in charge of the fishnet. Virdon and Burke explain to Bandor that they can now catch
more fish with one net than the humans can collect in an entire month. This way the elderly humans do not need to
fish anymore and can live in peace. Hurton tells Bandor it was part of his surprise plan all along. Zooma (Galen),
explains that Hurton saved Gahto so that he could teach the other humans on how to make these nets. Zooma asks
Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the other end on the fishing raft while Virdon and Burke push it out
to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering what they are up to. Burke tells Galen to grab a paddle to help
them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its too late as the raft makes it way around the rocks and
disappears.

ID BRACELETS - Hurton is the prefect of a village where gorillas guard over an Enforced Labour Camp of humans
that will fish their entire lives but be put to death when they no longer can do their duties. Each human has an ID
bracelet band put permanently on their wrists. Bandor is the orang-utan who overlooks the Camp and Hurton. Galen
understand the bracelets and the power of Bandor. Galen tries to release Virdon and Burke from the camp. Bandor
personally comes to the village and puts the bands on the new humans that join the camp. Hurton and Bandor plan
to put bracelets on Virdon and Burke.
JACK COLE FILM GROUP - Titles designed for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
JUNE 14 3085 - Date that clock stopped at in ship in opening credits
LABOR CAMP - Hurton is the prefect of a village where gorillas guard over an Enforced Labour Camp of humans
that will fish their entire lives but be put to death when they no longer can do their duties. Each human has an ID
bracelet band put permanently on their wrists. Bandor is the orang-utan who overlooks the Camp and Hurton. Galen
understand the bracelets and the power of Bandor. Galen tries to release Virdon and Burke from the camp.
LABOR CENTRE - Hurton is the prefect of a village where gorillas guard over an Enforced Labour Camp of humans
that will fish their entire lives but be put to death when they no longer can do their duties. Each human has an ID
bracelet band put permanently on their wrists. Bandor is the orang-utan who overlooks the Camp and Hurton. Galen
understand the bracelets and the power of Bandor. Galen tries to release Virdon and Burke from the camp.
LENSKI, ROBERT W. - Writer of “Tomorrow’s Tide”
MAIN TITLES - Chapter 1 on DVD for "Tomorrow’s Tide"
MALIBU - Galen, Virdon and Burke are running briskly along the ocean. They stop to have an argument about
keeping close to the water so they will lose their foot tracks in the wet sand. Galen states that apes are not so fond
of water like the humans are. Burke asks if they might be near Pismo Beach or Malibu. He then spots a raft out at
sea with the man Gahto tied to it.
MANDELIK, GIL - Assistant Director for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
McDOUGALL, DON - Director for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
McDOWALL, RODDY - Actor, plays the role of GALEN in “Tomorrow’s Tide”
McLIAM, JOHN - Actor, plays the role of GAHTO in “Tomorrow’s Tide”
NAUGHTON, JAMES - Actor, plays the role of PETE BURKE in “Tomorrow’s Tide”
NEWMAN, LIONEL - Music Supervision for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
PAIGE, MARVIN - Casting for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
PARADISE COVE - Along the beach a bunch of humans in shorts with pitchforks are hunting for fish and filling a
bucket. Gorilla guards watch over the humans and also warn humans of sharks. A shark approaches one middle
aged fisherman who is further out in the sea. The gorilla soldier fires his gun repeatedly at the shark but misses.
Virdon and Burke watch from the top of a cliff. Burke jokes that if this is Paradise Cove then they’ve sure made a lot
of changes. They notice the human fishermen wearing the same bracelets as Gahto. A gorilla soldier catches Burke
and Virdon and takes them off to the Labour Center.
PISMO BEACH - Galen, Virdon and Burke are running briskly along the ocean. They stop to have an argument
about keeping close to the water so they will lose their foot tracks in the wet sand. Galen states that apes are not so
fond of water like the humans are. Burke asks if they might be near Pismo Beach or Malibu. He then spots a raft out
at sea with the man Gahto tied to it.
PROBLEMS WITH GAHTO - Chapter 9 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
RCA PHOTOPHONE - Sound Recording for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
REISS, STUART A. - Set Decorator for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
RELEASE PAPERS - Papers that give permission for a human to be released from slavery in a certain place. The
gorilla soldier tells Hurton, the main prefect ape of the village, about finding these two stray humans who are probably
out to steal fish. The soldier brings Virdon and Burke in to be questioned by Hurton who then accuses them of
stealing fish. Hurton says if they are no good for fishing than take them out and kill them. Burke jumps in angrily and
says that they are two of the best fishermen in this part of the world. Virdon says they are not wearing bracelets
because they were farmers just released from a big farm inland. Burke says they have been practising cause all they
ever wanted to do was fish. They lost their release papers while fishing.
ROBINSON, JAY - Actor, plays the role of BANDOR in “Tomorrow’s Tide”
ROMAR - White male human speaking adult. Married to Soma, daughter of Gahto. Fisherman slave in the Village
Camp run by Hurton. A gorilla soldier takes Virdon and Burke through the village. Virdon and Burke ask the humans
if they know Gahto but all the humans turn away and pretend to ignore them. Romar and Soma, relatives of Gahto
listen but pretend to ignore. Later Romar speaks to his wife, Soma. Soma questions him on whether Virdon and
Burke had said anything further about Gahto. Galen overhears this conversation and notices that Virdon and Burke
are there. Later on a gorilla soldier races up to the Hurton, the prefect to tell him about finding an empty raft that was
Gahto’s. Hurton says this is sacrilege and whoever did this must be punished. Gahto’s daughter Soma overhears
and says to Romar that she knew her father was alive. Hurton says if the old man Gahto lives then someone must
die. Later in the village of hut of Virdon and Burke, Soma comes in. She says her husband Romar is afraid they will
both die. Virdon tells her that they have hid Gahto in a cave. Galen takes her for a walk out of the village towards
the cave. That night Romar sneaks out of his hut and goes to Virdon and Burke’s hut looking for his wife Soma.
Virdon says she is ok and that she has gone to see her father. Romar is screaming and he leaves in rage. He is

shot in the arm by a gorilla soldier. Virdon and Burke come out of their hut to give aid to Romar’s arm. Romar says
he will fail the test tomorrow and be put to death because he will not be able to swim now with his injured arm. The
next day Galen brings Soma and Gahto towards the beach. Burke rings a huge gong drum which draws Hurton,
Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where they find Virdon and Burke working out at sea. Galen sends
Gahto out to pretend he is in charge of the fishnet. Virdon and Burke explain to Bandor that they can now catch
more fish with one net than the humans can collect in an entire month. This way the elderly humans do not need to
fish anymore and can live in peace. Hurton tells Bandor it was part of his surprise plan all along. Zooma (Galen),
explains that Hurton saved Gahto so that he could teach the other humans on how to make these nets. Zooma asks
Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the other end on the fishing raft while Virdon and Burke push it out
to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering what they are up to. Burke tells Galen to grab a paddle to help
them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its too late as the raft makes it way around the rocks and
disappears.
RUBY, JOE - Story Consultant along with Ken Spears for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
SCHIFRIN, LALO - Music for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
SHARK BAIT - Chapter 4 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
SHARKS - Galen, Virdon and Burke are running briskly along the ocean. Burke spots a raft out at sea with the man
Gahto tied to it. Virdon and Burke quickly remove their shirts and swim out to sea to help the old man. Gahto is tied
to a wooden raft. Virdon and Burke pull the raft to shore but a huge shark swims right around them. Galen is
worried on the beach as he watches the shark approach them. Down the beach a bunch of humans in shorts with
pitchforks are hunting for fish and filling a bucket. Gorilla guards watch over the humans and also warn humans of
sharks. A shark approaches one middle aged fisherman who is further out in the sea. The gorilla soldier fires his
gun repeatedly at the shark but misses. Later Hurton states that only the gods of the sea can determine the fate of
Virdon and Burke. Zooma questions about these gods that Hurton says the gods are the sharks. Soon after three
sharks are seen swimming in the ocean. Gorillas lead the humans down to the beach. Galen says he does not want
the humans fed to the sharks but Hurton says it must go on. Zooma goes to talk to them and sneaks his knife to
Virdon. Virdon and Burke are ordered into the water. Hurton, Zooma, the gorilla guards and two dozen humans
watch Virdon and Burke swim out to sea. A shark approaches. Burke and Virdon swim low and wait for the shark to
come. They wrestle it and use the knife to wound it and then they climb on its back. Virdon and Burke resurface
riding on the back of the shark. All of those watching on the shore notice Virdon and Burke’s survival and the
humans cheer. The human fishermen all run out to see the dead shark. Later back at the ocean Virdon and Burke
are out fishing with the other humans. Gorilla soldiers fire guns at sharks. SILVER, JOSEPH A.C.E. - Post
Production Supervisor for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
SLAVES - Galen tells Hurton that Virdon and Burke are his runaway human slaves and that he has come to claim
them and take them back. Later Hurton explains to Bandor that the chimpanzee named Zooma had lost his two
slaves but he does not have papers on them. Zooma took a female slave instead. Bandor says he will band these
two humans himself tomorrow. All the humans who live in the Enslavement Camp are slaves for life as fishermen.
SOMA - White female human speaking adult. Daughter of Gahto. Married to Romar. Slave in the Village Camp run
by Hurton. A gorilla soldier takes Virdon and Burke through the village. Virdon and Burke ask the humans if they
know Gahto but all the humans turn away and pretend to ignore them. Romar and Soma, relatives of Gahto listen
but pretend to ignore. Later Romar speaks to his wife, Soma. Soma questions him on whether Virdon and Burke
had said anything further about Gahto. Galen overhears this conversation and notices that Virdon and Burke are
there. Later on a gorilla soldier races up to the Hurton, the prefect to tell him about finding an empty raft that was
Gahto’s. Hurton says this is sacrilege and whoever did this must be punished. Gahto’s daughter Soma overhears
and says to Romar that she knew her father was alive. Hurton says if the old man Gahto lives then someone must
die. Later in the village of hut of Virdon and Burke, Soma comes in. She says her husband Romar is afraid they will
both die. Virdon tells her that they have hid Gahto in a cave. Galen takes her for a walk out of the village towards
the cave. That night Romar sneaks out of his hut and goes to Virdon and Burke’s hut looking for his wife Soma.
Virdon says she is ok and that she has gone to see her father. Romar is screaming and he leaves in rage. He is
shot in the arm by a gorilla soldier. Virdon and Burke come out of their hut to give aid to Romar’s arm. Romar says
he will fail the test tomorrow and be put to death because he will not be able to swim now with his injured arm. The
next day Galen brings Soma and Gahto towards the beach. Burke rings a huge gong drum which draws Hurton,
Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where they find Virdon and Burke working out at sea. Galen sends
Gahto out to pretend he is in charge of the fishnet. Virdon and Burke explain to Bandor that they can now catch
more fish with one net than the humans can collect in an entire month. This way the elderly humans do not need to
fish anymore and can live in peace. Hurton tells Bandor it was part of his surprise plan all along. Zooma (Galen),
explains that Hurton saved Gahto so that he could teach the other humans on how to make these nets. Zooma asks
Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the other end on the fishing raft while Virdon and Burke push it out
to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering what they are up to. Burke tells Galen to grab a paddle to help
them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its too late as the raft makes it way around the rocks and
disappears.
SOMA’S HUSBAND - Chapter 11 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
STORM, JIM - Actor, plays the role of ROMAR in “Tomorrow’s Tide”

STRIEPEKE, DAN - Makeup Artist for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
TELEVISION CODE - code approved for “Tomorrow’s Tide” with logo given in final credits
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX - Opening credits show 20th Century Fox logo, Copyright holder for "Tomorrow’s Tide”
All Rights Reserved
OCTOBER 18th 1974 - Original air date on TV of “Tomorrow’s Tide”
VICTIM OR SURVIVOR? - Chapter 2 on DVD for “Tomorrow’s Tide”
VIRDON, Alan - older astronaut, blonde hair, white male, one of 2 human astronauts. He travels with astronaut
Burke and renegade chimp Galen. Galen, Virdon and Burke are running briskly along the ocean. They stop to have
an argument about keeping close to the water so they will lose their foot tracks in the wet sand. Galen states that
apes are not so fond of water like the humans are. Burke asks if they might be near Pismo Beach or Malibu. He
then spots a raft out at sea with the man Gahto tied to it. Virdon and Burke quickly remove their shirts and swim out
to sea to help the old man. Gahto is tied to a wooden raft. Virdon and Burke pull the raft to shore but a huge shark
swims right around them. Galen is worried on the beach as he watches the shark approach them. Galen gives
Virdon his knife to cut Gahto free from the raft. Gahto is still breathing. Somebody had put him on the outward tide
deliberately. Gahto regains consciousness and Virdon and Burke carry him to a cave just off the beach. Galen
gathers their things and brings it along. Virdon and Burke question Gahto about who he is and where he came from.
The man states that he is dead because the gods have willed it . He tells them his real name was Gahto. They
notice he has some type of ID band bracelet around his arm put there permanently for life. Galen recognizes it as a
Band of an Enforced Labour Camp. Galen says he will be killed if he is found wandering away from a permitted area
where these humans must stay near the Labour Center. This is a method used to keep the humans from straying.
Gahto continues to state that he is dead and Galen says if he wants to be dead than he should be allowed to die. He
says some humans would be better off dead than face their current situations. Virdon tells Galen to watch over
Gahto in the cave while Virdon and Burke scout the area. Down the beach a bunch of humans in shorts with
pitchforks are hunting for fish and filling a bucket. Gorilla guards watch over the humans and also warn humans of
sharks. A shark approaches one middle aged fisherman who is further out in the sea. The gorilla soldier fires his
gun repeatedly at the shark but misses. Virdon and Burke watch from the top of a cliff. Burke jokes that if this is
Paradise Cove then they’ve sure made a lot of changes. They notice the human fishermen wearing the same
bracelets as Gahto. A gorilla soldier catches Burke and Virdon and takes them off to the Labour Center. The gorilla
soldier takes Virdon and Burke through the village. Many female humans stand around in the center and then follow
them. The guard leaves them to wait in the middle of the village. Virdon and Burke ask the humans if they know
Gahto but all the humans turn away and pretend to ignore them. The gorilla soldier tells Hurton, the main prefect ape
of the village, about finding these two stray humans who are probably out to steal fish. The soldier brings Virdon and
Burke in to be questioned by Hurton who then accuses them of stealing fish. Hurton says if they are no good for
fishing than take them out and kill them. Burke jumps in angrily and says that they are two of the best fishermen in
this part of the world. Virdon says they are not wearing bracelets because they were farmers just released from a big
farm inland. Burke says they have been practising cause all they ever wanted to do was fish. They lost their release
papers while fishing. The prefect says they will test them by having them swim under fire with a sheet of flames
within the water. Hurton says that having these two humans at their prime will please Bandor as it will help meet
their quotas. Hurton orders the guard to not feed Virdon and Burke before their test with the fire tomorrow. One of
the best human fisherman goes swimming under flames of fire. He makes it and the other humans cheer. Virdon is
given a spear. A gorilla soldier shoots at him which gives him the signal to go out in the water. Virdon takes a deep
breath and plunges himself under the flames and makes it to the other end. The humans cheer on and Hurton looks
pleased. It is now Burke’s turn to swim under the flames in the water. As he succeeds by swimming under the
flames and coming up out of the water at the other side the humans on the shore cheer on. Both Virdon and Burke
achieved catching a fish each on their spears. They are taken back to Hurton who then tells another ape that Bandor
will want to raise the quota. Hurton thinks that Bandor will try to make him squirm. Bandor had wanted his own
nephew to take over the village instead but now Hurton is feeling confident about facing Bandor tomorrow. Hurton
says that Virdon and Burke can stay in the hut of the oldest guarded fisherman. Galen runs in angrily and tells
Virdon and Burke not to run off again and to come with him. Galen and the prefect go inside to talk. Galen’s calls
himself Zooma and says that he is on an expedition from Central City and his two humans got away. Zooma says he
will take the two humans and be on his way. Hurton thinks this is all very irregular and says that they cannot leave.
Hurton states that only the gods of the sea can determine their fate. Zooma questions about these gods that Hurton
says the gods are the sharks. Three sharks are seen swimming in the ocean. Gorillas lead the humans down to the
beach. Galen says he does not want the humans fed to the sharks but Hurton says it must go on. Zooma goes to
talk to them and sneaks his knife to Virdon. Virdon and Burke are ordered into the water. Hurton, Zooma, the gorilla
guards and two dozen humans watch Virdon and Burke swim out to sea. A shark approaches. Burke and Virdon
swim low and wait for the shark to come. They wrestle it and use the knife to wound it and then they climb on its
back. Virdon and Burke resurface riding on the back of the shark. All of those watching on the shore notice Virdon
and Burke’s survival and the humans cheer. The human fishermen all run out to see the dead shark. Zooma states
to Hurton that he can now take Virdon and Burke and leave. Hurton is not sure about that. A gorilla soldier races up
to the prefect to tell him about finding an empty raft that was Gahto’s. Hurton says this is sacrilege and whoever did
this must be punished. Gahto’s daughter Soma overhears and says to Romar that she knew her father was alive.

Hurton says if the old man Gahto lives then someone must die. Back in the village fishermen with spears wander by
as Burke and Virdon are kept inside a hut. Galen comes in and they all have a chat on what they should do to
escape and how to deal with Bandor who is arriving tomorrow. Bandor is in charge of many of the producing areas
and he presides over the banding of the fisherman ceremony. Virdon questions Galen whether he has ties with
Hurton and might be able to set them free. Galen says he is more concerned that Hurton’s patrols do not find Gahto
in the cave or Virdon and Burke will be killed immediately. A gorilla soldier comes in and orders Virdon and Burke to
go out fishing. Back at the ocean Virdon and Burke are out fishing with the other humans. Gorilla soldiers fire guns
at sharks. They drop their latest catch into a basket of fish. Virdon notices rope but the gorilla soldier orders them
back to work. Back in the hut Galen tells Virdon and Burke what Hurton has said. Gahto’s daughter Soma comes in.
She says her husband Romar is afraid they will both die. Virdon tells her that they have hid Gahto in a cave. Galen
takes her for a walk out of the village towards the cave. Romar, the husband of Soma, sneaks out of his hut and
goes to Virdon and Burke’s hut looking for his wife Soma. Virdon says she is ok and that she has gone to see her
father. Romar is screaming and he leaves in rage. He is shot in the arm by a gorilla soldier. Virdon and Burke come
out of their hut to give aid to Romar’s arm. Romar says he will fail the test tomorrow and be put to death because he
will not be able to swim now with his injured arm. Virdon and Burke are fishing and two ape Drayman in charge of
the fish wagon complain that the ropes are missing. Humans continue to fish. Late at night Virdon and Burke are
cooking fish in their hut and working on the rope they stole to make a net. The next day Burke rings a huge gong
drum which draws Hurton, Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where they find Virdon and Burke working
out at sea. Galen sends Gahto out to pretend he is in charge of the fishnet. Virdon and Burke explain to Bandor that
they can now catch more fish with one net than the humans can collect in an entire month. This way the elderly
humans do not need to fish anymore and can live in peace. Hurton tells Bandor it was part of his surprise plan all
along. Zooma (Galen), explains that Hurton saved Gahto so that he could teach the other humans on how to make
these nets. Zooma asks Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the other end on the fishing raft while
Virdon and Burke push it out to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering what they are up to. Burke tells
Galen to grab a paddle to help them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its too late as the raft makes it way
around the rocks and disappears. Later back on shore Virdon, Burke and Galen light-heartedly play on the beach
running and laughing.
WILSON, ANTHONY - Developed the Planet of the Apes series TV
ZOOMA - Alias for Galen, the renegade chimpanzee. Name made up to disguise his real name when speaking to
Hurton about being the owner of the two human slaves Virdon and Burke. Galen notices that Virdon and Burke have
been taken captive by Hurton so Galen runs into the village angrily and tells Virdon and Burke not to run off again
and to come with him. Galen and Hurton go inside to talk. Galen’s calls himself Zooma and says that he is on an
expedition from Central City and his two humans got away. Zooma says he will take the two humans and be on his
way. Hurton thinks this is all very irregular and says that they cannot leave. Hurton states that only the gods of the
sea can determine their fate. Zooma questions about these gods that Hurton says the gods are the sharks. Three
sharks are seen swimming in the ocean. Gorillas lead the humans down to the beach. Galen says he does not want
the humans fed to the sharks but Hurton says it must go on. Zooma goes to talk to them and sneaks his knife to
Virdon. Virdon and Burke are ordered into the water. Hurton, Zooma, the gorilla guards and two dozen humans
watch Virdon and Burke swim out to sea. A shark approaches. Burke and Virdon swim low and wait for the shark to
come. They wrestle it and use the knife to wound it and then they climb on its back. Virdon and Burke resurface
riding on the back of the shark. All of those watching on the shore notice Virdon and Burke’s survival and the
humans cheer. The human fishermen all run out to see the dead shark. Zooma states to Hurton that he can now
take Virdon and Burke and leave. Hurton is not sure about that. A gorilla soldier races up to the prefect to tell him
about finding an empty raft that was Gahto’s. Hurton says this is sacrilege and whoever did this must be punished.
Gahto’s daughter Soma overhears and says to Romar that she knew her father was alive. Hurton says if the old man
Gahto lives then someone must die. Galen rushes back to the cave where he left Gahto near dead. However Gahto
is now aimlessly wandering on the beach out to the ocean. Galen screams out for Gahto and finds him and drags
him back to the cave. Galen is quite frustrated with him. Later back in the village Hurton complains to Zooma about
how Bandor raises the quota every year. Zooma says that the humans are liars and that they will try to escape.
Hurton says that Bandor will decide the fate of Virdon and Burke. Back in the hut Galen tells Virdon and Burke what
Hurton has said. Gahto’s daughter Soma comes in. She says her husband Romar is afraid they will both die.
Virdon tells her that they have hid Gahto in a cave. Galen takes her for a walk out of the village towards the cave.
The next day Galen brings Soma and Gahto towards the beach. Burke rings a huge gong drum which draws Hurton,
Bandor and all the gorilla soldiers to the beach where they find Virdon and Burke working out at sea. Galen sends
Gahto out to pretend he is in charge of the fishnet. Virdon and Burke explain to Bandor that they can now catch
more fish with one net than the humans can collect in an entire month. This way the elderly humans do not need to
fish anymore and can live in peace. Hurton tells Bandor it was part of his surprise plan all along. Zooma (Galen),
explains that Hurton saved Gahto so that he could teach the other humans on how to make these nets. Zooma asks
Bandor to hold the rope tight while Zooma holds the other end on the fishing raft while Virdon and Burke push it out
to sea. On the beach everyone watches wondering what they are up to. Burke tells Galen to grab a paddle to help
them escape. Barton tells the gorillas to shoot but its too late as the raft makes it way around the rocks and
disappears. Later back on shore Virdon, Burke and Galen light-heartedly play on the beach running and laughing.
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EXT . HELICOPTER
As it goes airborne almost concurrent with the arrival of
GROUPS of SHOUTING GORILLAS and APES as they
try to converge on it.
CLOSER ANGLE
THE GORILLAS AND APES
As a car pulls up. Dr. Zaius gets out with others in his
party. He looks first at the helicopter then over toward the
hangar. The shouting dies away and there is now a dead
silence.
MOVING SHOT - DR. ZAIUS
As he walks toward the hangar doors. He looks briefly
toward first, the body of LaFever, then around the circle of
faces.
DR. ZAIUS: (his voice very quiet) They leave only one
legacy. They leave death.
He shakes his head and then very sadly turns away to
walk out of the hangar toward the night.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. SPACE SHIP SITE - HIGH ANGLE LOOKING UP
FROM THE CANYON WALLS TOWARD A MULTICOLORED SKY - EARLY MORNING
The sky is pink and orange and oddly hued. A PAN
DOWN until we’re LOOKING ACROSS the canyon floor,
first toward a helicopter sitting several hundred feet away,
then a PAN OVER to the space ship itself. From inside
comes the SOUNDS of STATIC, GARBLED VOICE
TRACKS, ETC.
Over this suddenly appears the SOUND of a DISTANT
AIRCRAFT ENGINE.
ANOTHER ANGLE - THE MESA
As the helicopter touches down. The blades slowly come
to a stop. Out of it we see the figures of Zira and
Cornelius as he helps her out of the craft. They hesitate
for a moment and then head towards the space ship.
ANOTHER ANGLE - THE SPACE SHIP
As Zira and Cornelius arrive at the ramp. They wait there
for a moment then slowly, and somewhat tentatively, start
up the ramp toward the opening.
CUT TO:
INT. SPACE SHIP - DAY
Thomas stands near a set of controls in which large
spools of tape are just running down. Thomas reaches
into a holster which he now wears and takes out a gun.
Cornelius and Zira enter.
CORNELIUS: (softly) Mr. Thomas?
Thomas turns slowly to look at them, still holding the gun.
THOMAS: Will I need this?
CORNELIUS: No, Mr. Thomas, you won’t need that.
We’ve come to help you. We’re sorry about your friend.
THOMAS: Tell me one thing, will you? Where’s Nova? Is
she all right?
CORNELIUS:
Dr. Zira had her removed early
yesterday morning. She’s left the city -- she’s
gone back to her people.
THOMAS: She’s safe?
ZIRA: As safe as humans can be on this planet, Mr.
Thomas.
CORNELIUS: Other helicopters were taking off after us.
They’ll be here soon. We’ll have to get away.
THOMAS: Unfortunately that won’t be possib.e This ship

isn’t going anywhere. There isn’t any propellant
left. The guidance system’s all smashed -- (a
crooked smile) -- One man couldn’t operate it
anyway. (he looks towards the tape) I was able
to play some of the tapes though. They were
calibrated by the hour. They notated every
aspect of what the ship was doing. Velocity,
time passage, course and deviation from course
- everything. And the tape gave me a message,
Mr. Cornelius… Dr. Zira. To Astronaut Thomas,
with love. With the following sentiments.
EXTREMELY TIGHT CLOSE SHOT - THOMAS - AS
SEEN THROUGH THE SPOOLS OF TAPE
THOMAS: This ship has been away from the earth close
to two thousand years. In some incredible way - (he shakes his head) in some incredible way,
twenty centuries have gone by and we slept
through them.
ANGLE - THE SHIP’S INT - THOMAS’ POV
THOMAS: Rip Van Winkle. That’s what LaFever called
us. (he laughs shortly) Hell, Rip VanWInkle
never got off the ground. Not compared to us.
GROUP SHOT
As Thomas moves past them and puts his head against
the bulkhead, fiddles with some dangling, torn wires.
THOMAS: I do believe, kind friends, that I’ve had it. I’ve
simply had it. I could swallow most of it.
Swallow it and live with it. A planet where apes
superceded men. A world turned upside down.
A jigsaw puzzle with one perpetually missing
piece. But to wake up in the morning and to find
out that you went to bed two thousand years
ago… that’s a little much. That’s a little too
damned much.
Zira moves over to him, touches his arm.
ZIRA: Mr. Thomas. Try to understand. We want to
help you
He turns to look at her.
ZIRA: We’ve seen what Man can do. We’re frightened
by it. But there are emotions stronger than fear.
The fact you can take a woman -- an animal in
our eyes -- and then within a few weeks show us
that your civilization is just lying dormant -- ready
to spring out -- then the fear becomes
overwhelming.
CORNELIUS: (a little urgently) We’ll try to help you, Mr.
Thomas. To get away. They’ll be coming here
soon.
THOMAS: (a pause as he moves toward the door to stare
out toward the mesa) So now where can you
take me? To a costume shop? To get me a
gorilla suit?
CORNELIUS: (more urgently as he appears to listen
intently for intruding sounds) Come with us, Mr.
Thomas. Give yourself a last chance anyway.
We’ll try to land you close to where your people
are.
CLOSE SHOT - THOMAS
Who studies him intently.
THOMAS: (his voice tight) Someday … God knows when
… if I ever get back to Earth … I’ll see that they
build a couple of statues for the both of you.
And if anybody ever talks to me about a
civilization … I’ll point the two of you out. You
are civilization. Both of you. Thank you -- for
your compassion.
At this moment there is the DISTANT SOUND OF
ENGINES.
CUT TO:
EXT. SHIP

As Cornelius rushes to the exit door, stares out at the
morning sky.
CORNELIUS: I hear them. You’ve got to go right now.
HIGH ANGLE - LOOKING DOWN - THE THREE
FIGURES
As they leave the space ship and run towards Cornelius’
helicopter and then enter it. Within moments the rotary
blades begin to turn and the craft goes airborne,
skimming down the center of the canyon thenrising and
disappearing beyond the most distant peaks. SLOW
PAN ACROSS the sky TOWARD the opposite direction
where we see three dots on the horizon that grow in size
until they are recognizable as helicopters.
DISSOLVE TO;
EXT. DIGGING SITE - DAWN - ANGLE SHOT LOOKING TOWARD THE SKY
As Cornelius’ helicopter slowly comes in for a landing. A
PAN OVER FORM its landing point TOWARD the horizon
where we see the giant metal “arm” sticking up. The sun
is just starting to rise behind it so that it appears in a dark
silhouette form.
CLOSER ANGLE - THE HELICOPTER
As Thomas gets out followed by Zira and Cornelius.
GROUP SHOT - FAVORING CORNELIUS
Who points towards a row of trees.
CORNELIUS: Go northwest, Mr. Thomas. In that
direction. The heavy jungle starts about twenty
miles in. You should be able to make it easily if
you rush.
CLOSE SHOT - THOMAS
Who nods, looks from one to the other, holds out his
hand. Cornelius grips it, as does Zira.
THOMAS: And would it be that too much to ask Dr. Zira
that I be permitted to kiss you goodbye.
MED. SHOT - GROUP
Zira has tears in her eyes.
ZIRA: Not at all. (She blinks back the tears) Except -you’re so damned ugly!
Thomas smiles despite himself, throws her a kiss, turns.
ZIRA: (softly) Then go with God. Mr. Thomas. (a half
smile) That’s an old expression. It comes from
both ape and man.
THOMAS: God bless you.
Thomas starts to walk across the naked ground that
shows evidence of the recent fill-in. He looks toward the
metal “arm” jutting up as he walks, and continues to walk
past it towards its silhouette. Then he stops and stares at
it.
HIGH ANGLE - LOOKING DOWN AT HIM
As he stares. He is totally transfixed. There is the
SOUND of AIRCRAFT ENGINES in the sky.
LONG ANGLE - ACROSS THE GROUND - TOWARD
CORNELIUS
Who cups his hands and shouts.
CORNELIUS: (shouting) Run, Mr. Thomas! Run toward
the woods! They’re coming now!
REVERSE ANGLE - LOOKING TOWARD THE LONELY
FIGURE OF THOMAS
Who continues to stare toward the metal “arm” and
remains motionless. The SOUND of the AIRCRAFT
ENGINES grow LOUDER and LOUDER and after a
moment we PAN OVER to another area of ground where
the three of them are landing. GROUPS OF APES,
carrying weapons, race out. They pass Cornelius and
Zira and then stop, somehow taken by the fact that
Thomas simply stands there. After a moment, Dr. Zaius
comes out of the last helicopter. He walks toward the
metal “arm”, pausing close to Cornelius and Zira.
ZIRA: We tried to help him, Doctor. There will be no
denials.

CLOSE SHOT - DR. ZAIUS
Who looks at them. There is no rancor and no anger simply a kind of sad resignation.
DR. ZAIUS: You will not be asked for denials … or for any
admissions. (he looks toward the figure of
Thomas) What has to be done now comes with
no joy whatsoever. (a pause) No joy.
He takes a few steps away from them.
LONG ANGLE SHOT
Zaius stands alone on the dark side of the metal “arm”.
Beyond him, standing in the light, looking toward the
“arm” on its opposite side, is Thomas.
DR. ZAIUS: Mr. Thomas? We’ve come for you.
CLOSE SHOT - CORNELIUS
Who takes a few running steps behind Dr. Zaius.
CORNELIUS: Mr. Thomas, run! Please -- for God’s sake
-- run
ANOTHER ANGLE - THOMAS
As he slowly walks toward the metal “arm” then past it,
heading directly toward the gorillas who raise their guns.
THOMAS: I’m afraid … I’m afraid there’s no place to run
to. I’m afraid there’s no place to go … now.
ANOTHER ANGLE OF HIM
As he moves TOWARD THE CAMERA, BRIEFLY
OBLITERATING THE SCENE, and then there is the
SOUND of SPORADIC GUNFIRE.
EXTREMELY TIGHT CLOSE SHOT - A PIECE OF
GROUND
As Thomas’ body falls in FRONTOF THE LENDS to land,
face down, in the sand.
ANGLE SHOT - LOOKING UP AT DR. ZAIUS,
CORNELIUS AND THEN ZIRA
Who stare down at the prostrate, lifeless body.
DR. ZAIUS: We’ll take him back now.
A SLOW PAN AWAY FROM the scene UNTIL we are
FOCUSING ON The dark side of the metal “arm”, then
INTO THE FRAME, PAST the metal “arm” COME two
apes carrying a pole, Hanging from it is the trussed up
body of Thomas.
CLOSE SHOT - DR. ZAIUS, CORNELIUS AND ZIRA
ZIRA: Why didn’t he run, Mr. Cornelius? Why didn’t he
run?
CORNELIUS: What did he mean -- no place to go?
DR. ZAIUS: ( to Zira and Cornelius) What do we know of
the habits of Earth creatures?
Zaius, Zira and Cornelius turn up and start toward the
helicopter area following the apes, carrying the body of
Thomas.
SLOWLY THE CAMERA RISES and PULLS BACK -- the
sun is just rising and is now clearly illuminating the area.
As the CAMERA RISES and RISES HIGHER and
HIGHER and FURTHER and FURTHER AWAY FROM
the funeral procession, we see now for the first time what
the metal “arm” is.
Caught in the blaze of the morning sun, we see in what is
the beginning of an excavation -- the top part of the
STATUE OF LIBERTY.
The CAMERA LOWERS and COMES CLOSER and
CLOSER until the Statue fills the entire screen. As the
MUSIC RISES to a CRESCENDO we:
FADE OUT.
On a BLACKSCREEN -- with NO MUSIC - the CREDITS
slowly appear on a roll.
THE END

